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VOL. N, xo.
" -Toy Henry Awarded $12,000
in McCracken Court
[EM 
Jul-101_01 the brunette type, and
who has endeared herself to a
4-wide circle_ of friend.. Mr.
Montgomery is a prom
young man of--Greenwood,litiss.
He is connected with the Bank
of Leflore.-Paducah Sun.
Loss of Leg in Murray Basis of
Covington. -Joyce.
Mayfield, Ks'., NOV. 19. Dr.
Damage Suit. G. H. Covington, a prominent
physician of liardin. Marshall
county, and well known in West
wtarwas-rune-over Kentucky. was married in 
this
N C1L-711t. L. rallway-city-Sunday-to-
MisaSarah Joyce.
train here in Murray several
months ago while in the employ
of the company as brakeman.
has been granted a judgement
for $12,000 damages. Mr. Hen-
ry-is a former Calloway by and
Is a nephew of Rob Lee, of this Wadesboro and has- many
city. The Paducah Sun says of friends in this county who ex-
the case:
Twelve thousand dollars is the
amount of damages awarded
Toy --Henry against the Nash-
vile, Chattanooga & SL Louis
_ railway for the loss of his left
leg by a jury in the McCracken
circuit siert. The jury returned
vetVitt-Saturday- at -now,-
Meer yrittlett-s-utt-forilK.000.
e arjounsts ;:g-theesse
to-the surprise 01 relative, and
friends. The groom is 68 years
old, and the bride is 25-.
Dr. Covington was ICI many
years a physician. of Calloway
county , _and reilded at old
tend happiest congratulations
and a wish for a continued pros-
perous life.
mom.••••••••••.••••••
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ASS
year circuit, J. E. James; West
Murray circuit.-J.-C. Rudd ; West
Paris circuit, W. P. Prichard;
W. C. SikJr.aupply. _
Rev. W. A. Russell, pastor of
MethOillsateachers Receive the Murray Church the past two Calloway Farmers 
Hold Inter-
Appointments. 
years, goes to Tiptonville; Rev. esticg Two Days Meeting.
Cleanth Brooks, also a former
pastor, is made presiding elder
of the Lexington district; A.
Wells Lassiter returns to the 
Organize By Electing Officers, and
Bolton circuit; Rev. J. M. Hamil 
Will Meet Monthly.
returned to the Brazil circuit; W.
• C. Sellars to Huntingdon: H. L.
The regular annual session of McCwney to Fowlkes 
circuit; J. , A meeting of the Calloway
'
the-Memphis...conference_of __the, W. Waters, Ripley station; David 
County Farmers' Institute was
M.-E. church, -South, which eon- Leath' to Buntyn anS 
iridaTij held in the auditorium of the
vened at Brownsville, Tenn., L H. Estes, Jr.. to 
Germantown Murray High School builcling‘the
last Wednesday was adjourneZ and Capleville: F. 
M. Leake to 13th and 14th, last week.
The attendance was about sixty
cniair afternoon -arul-the -ap-, Pennsylvania Ave., 
Memphis.
farmers. The interest mani-
fested was noticiably much great.
ter than at any-of the  Farmers'
Institutes held here.
The meeting was called to or-
der-by-Prof. Cjayton
The state law provides a perma-
nent organization for twelve
months. Mr. Clayton called for
the election of a president and
The county committee ei_the 
L. Y. 
ivriyaodrustoyservimie foerieoctnede yperr:s:
Pbalttla Protective Association ident and Leonard Wilson secre-
--Clia-i-eree-eenveried here last Satur- tary.Ile_state law_ also pro.
*04 called session by Chair- vides for theelestien of one dele-
INSTITUTE
Rev. Pickens, of McKenzie, Comes
to the Murray Charge.
pointments for the year were an-
nounced at 5 o'clock in the after-
noon. The assignments for the
Paris and Paducah districts are
as follows: 
Paducah District-W. J. Mee
Co-, presiding elder; Aviingtbli
circuit, J. E. Jones; Bardamn
statioa, W.F. Acuff:Bartow 
.
sta-
tion, J. C. Cason; Benton. and
Miss Lizzie Breltiford, MI". Hardin, J.• B. Pierson; Briens-
Tena Campbell,. Miss Jennie burg circuit, W. A. Baker; Clin-
Harris, Mrs. Jennie Johnson.i_ton k_Barrier.
Isckhart,__Miss. Onnie ton station, W. T. Bolling; keen
ternoon, and the jury was per-
-mitted-to-geghtThe-
jury took the case Saturday
morning at 9 o'clock when court
convened, and retired to the
 jury room. Once the jury
ported inability to'agree, but-at-
noon they agreed upon,a verdict.
The case deve!opcd into one -of
the-prettiest legal battles that
has 'ever beet-TT-might in the cir-
cuit-rourt..- Henry -was- repie-
sented by S. _ A. Anderson, of
St Paul, Minn. J. IL Grogan.
and W. M.. Oliver. of Piducab. 
a-Morria,W._ Stagnerjar• Sam 
Miss Sadie Wilson, circuit. A. C. Mnorn: Lovelace-
Or Paducah, and Coleman &
Wells, of Murray, represented
the -railroad: .
The suit may 1 apPealed liut
it is said that this is doubtful.
His Limes An Mixed.
Col. J. M. Cole. one of the
ring leaders of the G. 0. P.
What was -in Calloway county.
was here Wednesday night. Mr.
Cole has cut politics and is now
selling oils, axle grease, tobacco
dusters, stock food, etc.- Liv-
ingston Banner.
Cilisea-Moatgesiere- &fetish ,Sisdayv
The marriageof Miss Geral-
dine Gibson; of Union_ City.
Tenn., and Mr. Samuel Henry
Mongotr;.ry, of Greenweod.-Miss,
was - tiaielly Sunday
after,;. n ; o'clot k by t
Rev.. W. A. Ete pastor of the
First Christian church, ih thf_,
study. The v.edding was' not
announced and will prove a sur-
p-riss to many the friends or
„the bride in Paducah:
The: ceremony was quiet and
with only the members- ot the
bridal party present. The, bride
wore a becoming traveling suit
of blue with hat and gloves to
correspond. She was attended
by her cousin, Miss Ruth Humph.
reys. of Murray-. 74IrfMontgom-
ery was attendeded by G. L
Ray, the mayor of Greenwood.
Immediately alter the ceremony
the cou-Pre
where they will spend their
honeymoon. Mr. and Mrs. Mont-
gomery will he at home in Green-
weod, . after - Dee'ember 1
in filch home. IM.ot street
lies on the Murray an Calloway ,
Town road. in the Tennessee
acres open
land: 4- ho , 3 tenant
houses, sta ms and: etc.,
This is one o the best farms
for corn, hay s k raisingetc., ;
that can be oun in Calloway;
county. The price this farm!
is right For full description .
see Finney & Downs.
Coldwater- bey, Leonard Wilson•=WillNanny
trany.
can Third Street, A. M. Nash:.
other-officers, including Mrs. R. 
Wm. Holland. Jr., Blood. t_n
Guy Farley, Autry Wilson, I. T.
Paducah city . mission. J. A.
c o a a . 
F Tare-. Dexter.
Secretary. were re-elected.. The'SPenee: Paducah 4arcuit---T--P--'
 B. F. Stone* Son, Coldwater.
Reidland circuit. W. winchectee &Beherts_Nurray
meet;ng next tinfe-WilLbe New 1!idllick •AR. : — • • ; Chas. % . Farmer. Murray.
Orlf2'apS. R. %voluble; Sprieg circuit.
245 AciiiTiiS31e. itusgel
:W. Hodges.
This splendid bottom farm
river I tom. 1
Canneeid Club
•
There will be a call meeting
of the Murray Commercial Club
on Tuesday night after the 4th _ 
Monday in November, 6:45' to  
Crawford, -gnan tective Association, the lastates.
of the 1911 crokare near at hand.It was also decided by a unani- The Association hopes-to dispose-
mous Vote to hold meetings each of' the remainder in abeot ten
month_. Tbe president appointed 
nm 141,str___ Spencer. 
a committee of five to name the days or two weeks and
 PreParu-
for the receipt of the 1012 crop.
time and place for the first meet-
• * ".. 
.. -
With a little over 200 hogs-
heads oftobacco-teft-iftWfocalF--
of the Planters' Pro-
•
•••
•
•
Paris District 1.. D. Hamil-
ton. eresiding elder: Atwood cir-
cuit, A. D. Maddox: Big Sandy
circuit, W. W. Henley: Cottage
Grove circuit, J. M. Jenkins:
Dresden station, W. D. Pickens:
East Murray circuit. A. E. Wil-
son: J. M. Pool. Jr.. supply:
Gleason circuit, . W. T. Hollie:
Hazel. circuit J. A. Paterson:
Kirksey circuit, S. R. Hart:
Manleyville circuit, %V. F. Tuten:
McKenzie cireuit N. W. Lee:
McKenzie station. S. F. Wynne:
7:45 p. m. This date con-
onIime  and-adjourn on time. •'
for the evenint.T. So lets meet. R-qmEmBER Nov 30flict with no other arrangements
i all of which they will give notice enMiller & Hutchens. Tobacco. 
now on hand corststs of leaf.
Josh Cunningham and R. W. through the papers. The meet- ' 
So far this week about 150
11cCage. of the Pine Bluff sec- ings will likely he held in differ- 
hogsheads of tobacco, all leaf_
tion, were granted farm con- ent parts of the county. provid-; 
have been sold. The prices
own crops. 
ing the people desire. it Any o ranged 
from .i to 124 cents pertracts for the prizing' -of their
!section that would like to hav
e' pound. -Sales are being made
The contracts of J. M. Hill, !the meeting held in its midst can
Kirksey. and F. B. Outland & notify the secretary.
Bro.. Murray. and the applical There will be many things of
tion for a storage contract of E. !great importance to the farmers
Tarry, Dexter, were passed un-';of Calloway discussed at these
til the regular .meeting of the meetings. When you get inter-. .
board which is to be held next
Monday.
• • • d•
Murray station. J. M. Pickens:f The Potters are versatile and
Olive circuit. T. L Perry: Paris clever. Don miss them Nov.
station, C. A. Watetfield. Pur-
• Nat Ryan, Pres.
%V. H. Finney. Sec.
- For Sak.
ton home place at P
slating of :An acres
well improved. •
room - f ed
completed,
country horn
Framed' toba
New 8-stall
crate found
*
si.a0 PZR ItRARst- ,
ment for 1913 will be sent MeV
sample copies of the papaw bp
any address on request.
Every new subscriber wiser
00- for
issues of 1913 will so-
ceive al a gift The- Companiewg
Window Transparency and Cal-
endar for 1913, the most exams' -
ite novelty ever offered to Com-
panion readers: also, all the is-
sues of The Companion for taw
remaining weeks of 1912, free.
-The Youth's Companion, 14*
Berkely St., Boston, *OS.
New subscptions received alk
this office. -
Will Vote on Bond Proposition_ N
A petition was last week filed
in Trigg county Court askinie
court to call an election bs.
fake the senseof the voters of
Trigg county upon the propssi-,
tion to issue bonds to den.
amount of 1150,000 for
pose of raising money to WIN
stravel roads in the coming-
The Petition lie -iitief --- 
the regular county court in Dee-
ember for final action. The pa- •
tition ksks that 'the election in
held on Saturday. the 26th et
January_1.913:
of greeting prizing contra-ts the State Farmers' inailtsite,
dttor Id Water Paper, Mrs. vine &cult. J. T. Banks; May- for the crop of 1912. The meet-
Joe Hans.
which will be held somewhere
t Church, R. W. Hood; ng
Mayfield Second Church a n I of •
was attended by nearly iii 
 precinct cornmitteeme-n- 
the state this winter.
A. Downs; Postmaster.
Spence, E. W. Nelson; Milburn 
The following delegate and al-
Mrs. White Re-electcd. 
i and was in session for some
cirtuit, R. D. Humphrey; Oak time. Contracts were awarded Woodruff, delegate; Kent Rog-
ternates were elected: L." Y. 200 Hogsheads.
.•circuit, • S. C. E . ; P 4 ._ Mrs. A. B. White. of paris. t:--Iti Broadway.  jenkinsrAd
asns,as follow : en. D. B. Lassiter, Geo. Over-
Tenn.,. though alisent. was re-
the
Clark-far---the--Parposg-gate-_and several alternstes to The bonds will b
ear interest
at the rite -of 5 pet cent, east
will run for twenty years. it
will take a two-thirds vote lu
carry the proposition.
- - ••• ••
•
Fields supply: Paducah Fountain ,
elected President-General of the
J. A.'Belcher, Almo, Ky.
Avenue, H. C. Johnson: Padu---
11, D. C: at Washington. The 
E. l..,Thrmer 
NTRACTS LET, 
CliMIrCileiltee of the Associa-
‘• Awards Prizing Con-
pull at Sat. Meeting.
7
• th
every day at the local salesrooms.
-Paducah Sun.
AD-
Brea: Chapel.
Fair weather and everybOdy.
ested in these meetings and care, busy-
to have any subject of generarl Health generalifIrood excePt
t a few bad colds.'interest discussed, write the
!secretary. Several hands are engaged in
graveling the Dexter and Him
A Gamine Service ' 'public roads here.
"I believe," sayi an-Old sub-
scriber. "that every time The
__South's companion enters a home
it does that ihmze a-gvnuine ser-
vice." That .decrilles the pur.
1.X)se of the publishers exactly.
The patter-is not filled 'with mis-
chievous or idle tho.agl.its to ;ill
.e; idle hoar. It provides healthy
•
•
' Tom Clayton. son -of Berry
Clayton. came up from PadoCah
in an automobile with his wife.
He was raised here but had been
.ore years.
Wurrer, who was sent ta
11 - .7 vine for-lhe improvp-
mint), was buried
-..."111. Rev. Boone Jef-
After November 3 th the-law pro- eondocted ,the funeral ser-pastime, recreation that Wilds
I up. It is to the minds of eager viecs amid a large crowd of For-:-
An ideal home. the James Lu- des that a- penalty be added to the tin-, . 
.
nv, con-
oi& -land paid- tax receipts,- so we ask those that that sound athletics are to their:.
 Rev: J. J. Stringer -Spent a .
bodies. -I few days with hiabrethen-J-.-
de
sp
nce
en
,"(1 u9s 
"
ha
-
ye not paid to call at our office or seeAt a cost of less than four' Bishop, of Shilith. last week.
the swellest,the deputy that is con*e nt to you 
cents a week The Youth's Com-1 Eura Gordon has quit his
the county. ; • - 
panion openilkthe 'door to a cone. 'school aud is going to a Warmer.
barn sheded ; and settle befor • this d
ion; alties Melvin ilkerson, son of R.
Nice youn orcha good well
fork etc. it ese peg vealing the latest discoveries in
Europe. Whether they are re-
Wilkerson, who has been III
friends and irelativ.land impressionable youfig people- row ng
-
and avoid pany of the most distinguished i climate for the Winter. Mr.• I men and women in America andi ,Wilkerson is teaching his school.barn with con- h •
V
test
in yard. Owner esires to sell uit Court all science. or describing great in
-. kansas some time. is spending
on account of busita change.
For Price, terms, etc., see Fin=
ney & Downs. or James Luton
at Penny.
Card of Thanks.
and .1s..; 3.\-,.1 1,-.„ ' to .Lnl; ‘nir 
The liri:le i:....,110 eltkrr (laugh- rit;ivhbor,.. friends no.,1 relatives,
WI' of . 1',.. :."I NI"i: (1' -W. C'11*- r;I:.',,T,,ii Lindnks.. .. , -
ter': of. 1.nt :n City. To::;., onii iint,in . ,.1.14,; ..Ackt.ii. , , i ,• ;
- has a I'.;)st of frii‘.mis in 'Inc ej tt*., of ottr_zaling Avow. 1,,:/J,, Nor.
611.-- She refiiriot iill'altueth few Rev-. 14 n . 0 Cot- ilt.Taylor. -And we t'.,;4 . .
vear-i. bet--abaat a year it1,7') 'Iplititaliti:711,hv,..-11;li'l,, .
-.111-••••sek
where s io r. :mill recent,/
awhen th., f to U11.
loe MI, Twin,
his pie...•i• for ..1, M the
b;o6nipg ; • 1,
blot]
'VOW'-
During the term o dustrilll achievements. or telling', vacation here with his 'pareitta...
-the books will be in the o cc..: of their wanderings in strange He %vas accompanied home bycorners of the world, or feeding; his cousin. Harry 
ra 
Rowlett
Don't.let this penalty time find you 
the imagination with re stor.. \I ks LoIa IDaugherty Visited
its. they are' trivirm Companion Ri. C. Boyd ant family t
ieer
unpaid. Write or phone-us, and we will rrs eade the best of themselves, 'Birmingham, Marshall - vonnty.
•
Seven serials at least •
"le 'sort in..Stlirda3-*
Ple.1;.:e look after your receipt nox%
IIERIFF CALLOWAY COUNTY
A
I.
‘/ k
P.113-. :mit-nearly 'AO other cocl. ' 
• £4. 1.
. N. 4.‘ -I, . 7 .7'... in r.;.1kiit.i.on to sou..!1 ' . ' .
' I.. PPeVini 
cOntiibutiqm:, fanSil a, 
. IZeFulate the bowed* ...sr7nra
itly.a,,s fA.,.or,......hand. ,tv 
I\
t. _.., _ Nill iE. stt'a n 1 istn 9"ftn 1 r:bei‘ePbcase-PY ' -
dotes, expert tba")ert .aosfl:ilice-kit'ashe:o. at-ahnit:te.: :11H1Fe:NP*111•••
.4,--vis.,i' el mamma..., It Kus. the ii,/
,1„ r
jet' 10
oag ours ot cuinvau ons lip
with the wise the 4, ,,eceteeo-ie; cf. P-ice 0e. S
and the entertaining. Anncuete- buitmdmfiviu.
•
•
;
•••
e*
1
• - I
•
•••
I.
1.
•
7
•
••••
I.
•
•
f
••••seaseiaa.aeletasar
,
_
-
urray Ledger
Patitaisallals
litaltkr4V . t t
President Taft swung Into the keg
by a small marsh' in the presidential
race In Idaho. Wiliam is runnita. clogs •
and it will be impossible to aay who
has carried the atatteuntil the official
KFNarl-WKIr-.----eantialtsit"EaSh cofttliWied.
044.4.444-4•4444414444-+.1.4-4.+++4i
NEWS
Or THE
WEEK
4.-ir-i4.4.4.4,41•40**14.04,
For a few hours about altar team-
sters were on strike in Chtragu. and it
%Ali feared that the trouble might ex-
tend to 24,000 more and assume seri-
ous aspects. The employers of the
striking men emitted all of their do
mends.
Either for military reasons or on ma
count of cholera which is spreading
naghilf -U the  _governs
About ill-NroPerild-to makeL largo- cons
cessioturls-eider-lo-provent- the Bal-
kan armies frost estiring Constanti-
sople.
Fifteen pereons were killed and 15
Seriously injured when a C., H. & D.
passenger rain ran into an open
switch and crashed into a freight
train at Arlington avenue, Irvingtop.
a suburb to Indianapolis.
That Manuel Pardinas y Zarrate.
who killed l'remier Canalejas of
*mina died at police headquarters-
Madrid some time after he shot him-
self. was* asserted in Lisbon posithe-
ly.,by men ishosie information concern-
ing revolutionary developments in
Spain generally is correct.
Minnie La Valley, the 19-yeariold
girl who egims that on the night of
NEAR THE END
has been announced. (Copyright.)•
, Rev. W. L. Beers of Wakarusa.
Kan., was arrested on the. charge alai CEARING ROBBERYduring a asarrel with his wife at a
hotel in Itipeka, Kan., he choked her
to death by pushing her false teeth
down her -throat.
Louis Krause, Coney Island waiter,
TRAGEDY OCCURS ON sresnuea
PO identified "Whitey''' Lew*,_
PENNSTLYANUFTRA  ty at' and Oyp the Blood" -
in court as three of the four men who_
shot down HICTUlah Rosenthal on the Jim ED WHILE 
NAPE
 FFp.
morning of-July 15.
The Spaniels premier. Jose Casale.. - - -
Jas. was assassinated while entering Girl, Who Was la Berth, Killed Mother
the minliary oflimainterior at Madrtd. as She Entered-Was on Way to
Spain. to attend a cabinet meeting. • Maw York to Purchase 
LAY CORNERSTONE
Gin KILLS MOTHER U.  D. Ch MONUMENT
14 KILLED, 90 HURT IDo Not Deilly
To Women
IN RAILROAD WRECK
VISION? CRASHES INTO LUSE
S1011 TRAUI AT MAST& LB.
FIVE OF OEM/ ARE WHITE 
Firs Follows Wreck. me* Tigris-0mill"
Destroyed-Brakeman walla in
• Flag (Manning Vieight.
Baton Rouge, La.-Fourteen killed,
four white' women anti tea Matti turd
-Thine natives.
Ninety %minded, a dozen perhaps fa-
tally, ally being negross and the others
Three coat-has and an engine destroyed
Sy Ire:
• bitch is the total damage done is a
..rearatad collision of a fast freight en
the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley with a
"atalled.. 490.10-A44A %W t1r1sil.
iTfl 
• Curve near Manta La. •
- But-for the heroism of- Eagineeralicat
ney, of the- freight, who climbed upon  
= If you Sr. ironvinced that
= 'Via •Kkr•salatopeause of
sortie derangement -or dis•
-1 to your aidcase 
diatanctly feminine,
you ought at oneeebring i
Ark 
...
se
, • tierce's Favorite Prescription...
August -30 -last six men of %%est His assailant. Manuel 'Pardinas Ser-
Cairksfield, her home village, stripped rato Martin. 2g years old. of El Grades
her and covered body with black root province of Huesca, was arrested and 
told her story then killed himself.
it Norwalk. O. A man who said be wair-Jeff Dow-
• ---o-Reeseveit-et
evening of October 14. pleaded guilty
before Judge August C. Backus in the
municipal court. Judge Backus ap-
pointed three aliepists to examine
fichrank to determine his mental con-
dition
King Peter's Servtan army has cap-
tured the Macedonian city of Prilep
aftegnaldstody battle. in which 13.500
Bervians and Turks were killed. The
Servians lost 2.500 men and the Turks
of ailverwAnst Ind a nufwer w
• Trousseau.
Philailelgtia.- _Mrs.-et:Rape Myers,
wiss-sfrot daughter, tit ys . ma
b-idys.a-ter- at:mak. far a rabbet,
1--
It acts directly es the g
errant aff..etisl sad toaut,
lb. u.
--Ash-lfwes-Casigslia
,irind Your Own Grain
ease the time Ma expense of hauling
your torn to the mill. Buy a MONARCH
Mal.and grind the tcal fa ir y ourown table.
You me lure to hoe 
cleaner, fresher and
more meal. Send today air& Maguire* lit
AND SAVE MONEY
For grinding oorli i. lilo••er
aye7 fro. trial .111 rota IL Iltiv•10 „at rowan 01 5•.••1 1,41.•A•••04 oak for rAtA144
1•041usikeetotscraou-a.
Sprout. Wild,.. & Cc.
sox 000. MUNOY, ea.
his burning engine and tele:i.e.! a jam- _
med safety valve, a boiler explosian Buy experience If you want a per-
would have added many more to the manent Investment.
hat of dead-. Conductor Stinsou, of the -
rescue and_miveti scores.
paiwenger train,. orranizei the work of 
We have noticed that the men vehO
dle forawomen nearly always do so as
Brakeman ..Cuniiiiighian lea charged'fikellanda-af -an injured imanand'
sza,unruL SHAFT WILL STAND IN with responsibility for the •rreek•• •
the morning when the excursion, came it is a proirn natinair by years or 414--
eanotnee to a stand on a sharp peramce. keen a bottle in the. n wheals
curve, while stains_ „ca, sasared_teatatnil 
sdsister, at first gym ai 
with a steam bead ant a drowsy braae• .
MI reser. Adv.
was *tumbled back siting the track to. Of Course. '
give warning to the fast freight ward. "Women always succeed in civica-ided just bekied, fairs when they organize • broom
There were sevel--i."--eteg---en-trie-asalia- -aatigadesat--- ;
three ip the reae'filled with white pee a -Naturally. they make a clean
pie, fear miters in %%hie!' nearoes were swoop 
ed and jammed lthe - 
"" • tLr
of taint- log trairaiataa -dist   After °Maar- Joke.
In the great Pecos valley anti'coaches.
remote), of Neu; Vielifw•-tho- lateasit7asT-
rival is always asked:
••What is worse than biting Into as
apple and finding a worm"
He' is stumped. They tell hint
"Finding half a worm.-
His Strapiclons Aims-seed
NOR-liaultintntn1  AND  CSOntrilEUTH RYIIEET
• Aged G. A. R. Leader Praises WEnien of
the Confederacy-Eraeure of Fac-
tierualant and Enmity Capita!
sized is Addresses.
_
Washingten.--North • and Soutb met
a c aspeu ands over the dead Of the
Casta.kaaea in Arlington Natimml cease-
etery, when the United Daughters of
and Ambassador Bryce confer with
died a short time Lter in a Trenton, N.him on a plan to reduce the high cost
J., heapitaltit living.
Gen. Geronimo Tresino, who was Miss Myers was on the w-al• to New
recently retired from the army at his York to purchase a trousseau tor her
Own request, is suggested as provi- cowing •weeldIng to J. Blair Dillard at
*lonal president of Mexico In a new tswlexu, Vie She Lad a casket of jewels
,areyolutionarY _manifesto that has just which she, was takner.te..New York to
reached the capital. Late repaired and matched and when
Every elective and appointive of- she heard her mother re-entering thee.
tflcial la-Colorado. saaam 
the Confederacy laid the cornerstese of
aa great montitteitt to the.,Coufederate
dead.
After former Secretary of the Navy
Hillary Al Herbert. with pomp and cir-
cumstance, bad laid the cornerstone, and
W. .1. Bryan had pronounced a dedica-
' tory oration, lauding the -dissipation of"'
meetannalitan. the formal program of the
true 
ines  Jibe-area going ail. ref 
----r-M--'-"Aarti4g411".."4""4"i
any lengthy negotiations, 
tecttarer-All statistics prove that
The envoys of Italy and Austria at 
the blonde waman is more difiletilt- ter
- Belgrade have presented their densanas 
get along with that' the brunette
to the Servian mime tuituater. 1's-itch, 
Astonished Man in the Audience
who refuseat to accede to them• and left
was eentatelikte--0,47-4ferber e-lra'-ayani-cie or a u to cooler with K ng fact'
-wialtat alwwwit "au tntreurier 13ttexcurs-rem train. which was return D.' • ai•li roziand while ahe arm absent I -To you of the t-ounger generation,"
-eeriest* of -ilas
Billy Rugh's sacrifice ofhis life to 
_will be subject to the recall when tas Ica- minutes to. the •114:•FlIng 100Ma she as master 6f rerettmlie% 66[Pri'44-1 the Peter- ' -- ; Lecturer it is a fact..I constitutional amendment submitted took bar revolter from under her pillow ' tbrohg of spectators by catling uponsave that of Misr Ethel Smith, when . 
Astonished Man-Then I believe my
be gave 150 square inches of his skin 1
st Tuesday's election gees into effect. and tired, thinking a burglar was after • Corporal JatIlee Tanner of (lie Crand Vienna.-The situation continues to. wife's black hair is dyed.1 Nineteen persons were lolled and the gem... Sae was halt awake at the 7 Army of the Republic for the final word be most seriouni. A diplomat of the .. .to graft on her burns, probably will i
250 injured when a -Yazoo k Missis time. • • from the North to  the South. 1.40-.4 --r•alc-tiplia-414.•-•hat-it-it-i- -"ME FATHER.be in vain- -MialLainilin niat"ina-GarY faltial--T-Ofey tairroa-T-excuirat tFain uts, alyere- made the following state- Leaning heavily on his stick, Corporal Russia insists upon Seryia get!ing an rhospital critically ill with pneumonia. 'was wrecked near mama. La., in a cal weal: Tanner raised his hands miter the crowd AA :: :....astir port. war as ineaitable, for Ails-According to tabulations made by ' lision with a freight train. The freight -I was awakened 4.3- my mother, siti and pleaded for the ultimate elimination. _.
wattemel feeling. 
tria is absolutely detarttlined_ not to_perSocialist leaders in New )ork, the So- ' palmed th,v...ab, .60.r,,...1__r•zo, at_ .4.....L...ishinmedumnuin 
mit this.
' mere than 100 per cent over the vote 1 with pleasure-seekers.
John Wattc•thea Amer -an balloon
diaial e. leep. I as suddenly A•••lk.' he said. turning to the Daughters of the
:ohlederaey crowded about, -I attic-
In the last presidential election. which , .1 WANTS THREE BATTLESHIPS-tied twin nay sleep ny seeing the curt twas 420.743. i 1st who landed in Russia in the re ton parted end SOIL.: one CrAVAilig 1111.0 for the cretablishment of true comma:1-
" James McCrea. president of the ' cent international balloon race iron- th, ht.i.tii. I al,,,,„y.„ ai„,.p with a "-twit., ity of feeling between the North and
Pennsylvania railroad, resigned, to Stuttgart. Germany. got to Berlin and the South. 'ion can torm no retaaption
take effect January 1. The resignaa told there of • how the Russians - had ,
er under my pillow anti knowing that
of the community ef feeling that exists
tion was presented at a special nimit- taken -him and his companibn for Ger 
the porter had seett no jewelry, I i•IliNel
ititrIleedraczaru-ert,thr,:ur:,iti.,nuaktro thietesrpli‘o.unua.lititilIns of the board of directors. The dr ' man spies and treated theta accord 
obrilateisiumc tt.ea,okled ..lohnny Rebel and the
rectors imruediately elected Samuel . mealy. 
From the little group of old men in- -er ii•-1-1•4111 amid se.... her stagger Into the-
-Rea- to the position. , Fire in Canton. China, destrnyea
smoker, where I tautzei her.- , tailed .pay, olio swung an•ir tatterel
Julius A. Wayland. dander of the 1.0 0 house's. The general poetoffica ' !stars Anil Itara liner the new laid ,-"s-tier-
Socialist paper, the. Appeal to Rea- ' and even the fire brigade statam ir ' stow., A Slit Ill rebel yell AT1.1.4.• Anti from
i
FIXES RATES FOR CANAL ,t14.,, ,,,, ti, talk of Cerpord Tanner wasson! -committed suicide at his home at I he, district were destroyed The
Girard, Kan.. by shouting. Fred W.A.- tlames spread . along the wharves . Veleta-eau-4 with e hears. Ile was inter-
Tem, editor of the toper, said that eauaing further dentage, and finally Foreign Shipping Must Pay $1.20 Per rt-icial at tit • r d of applatia- ahe:•
//ea Wayland worried u,er -the meeting of . leaped the' river Chu Kiang. 
. Net 
Ton. • - he elainasi Virginia as his -gravey Art"
the federal grand jury in Fort Scott. _ An agreement bets con the Unitet ' WAshinaton.- l'resuleut 1 att i.-10,1 4 ',For," he ...splinted. "1 wa ti. nastere l out
'Big Tim- Sullivan, congressman- States and Russia to take the place plea tall/at hal taring tile rata s ::..it t he -14 the Ueien army at tha ite-on.1 bullet
elect from New 'York. is in a private ' of the commercial treaty of Pala, the iiireigia ,atriong tat the a% orl I ..h..1 pay „i :.,„Ilel• all .I u. k.mi's :4 rt illery ,- AWL
• sanitarium at Tonketa. Ile has been abrogation of -which becomes effective tor pasage through the Panama ',anal, evaing . hi-u stick acsiii.t the fable be-
there for a couple of -months or so in • January 1 next, has *born virtually .1 he pas laluatIoli. nI4'le Und.r author-1 fore him, the old soldier waved his tame
an effort to regain his health. His reached. 14 01 fie- canal act passed lay ...7:igre,41 bling litaa at the southern veterans
condition is known to be serious. . July 4, Uncle Sain's Independence -mu Atagied, vtiY.I,Alt, A merchant ees-4-1. bow,.
Sir Reginald Lister. Britah . minis- day, will :11•0 he that of his "lit:It rate of zi-1.20- per net ton of al•-•111.41 Aar-1
ter to •Morocco since latta, died at brown brothers:, the Fillipinos. it was 
1.1"g cAPu.'"' "ha".hirt'''n 
of 
40 1 SPANISH PREMIER KILLED
, Tangier. Ile was born in 11;65 and learned. if plans of leading Democrat* 1"-r 'cat on s-
h
il"4 iii ballast• .
. i He- ro•istons of the prod:int:icon are -----served in. maay of ate British em- eat not go :tar) ,
I His alayea Manuel Pardinas. Attemptedhassle. and legations. . , president Taft issued a prticiaras as ' . ,ollow.:
' GT• of America are made defendants ping shall pay for passages through •ht siesenizats or °Ara°. $1.20
Officials of the Untied Male 'Work- tion axing the rates that foreign ship , -1-- 4M ruerehant teasels at-trying pa- Suicide
per net %e--w1 ton i sboris._ pra„..0,.aily et err w.iii.anaan
by sieves Cabin Creek coal companies Panama canal. The Proclamation, sa-mh too cubic feet - of actual earning ranaretia•ll th Madridanal several in other
Is West Virginia in suits totaling made wades authority of the cans • capacity. ' , . ' cities in apain are under arrest, the pa$750.000 for damages resulting from act, 'establishes a Merchant •••••••1 ' -2-144 '''•"°014* in bane-et,. t11°̀nt Pe lice hoping to find amoig them the heat
the recent miners' strike. ' ' - rate of $1.20 a net ton ot actual Cal, • "1'4,g"' or 'Area\ 4° per i'e‘nt l"'.1. Um̀  en who inspired the assassination of,
John Utahans an aged resident of Tying C.apacity. with a, reduction of at . filkO'rate or tolls tor Vessel* aitlt passat- -premier Jim., „-wilaieies .y. mendc,.. :
Harrisburg. Illa• while visting at per cent on .ships in billiard. ',. igAr• or verges. Extraordinary Precautions hsee been
Hawesville, Ky., committed suicide by , . The indieations are that. about , "is-- i'lwfit navel araab's atla`r . lbws taken la. provea(, a general upri.iag in.
taking carbolic acid. He said bel_wes 21....0(al Kansans voted on woosan's tram-Tarts, ta•llals- hospital 'Ion" 11-nd protest Against also imprisonment of
1Mare.,C„... than 2.0tiables. 03(.1 aniply obit s, 50 cents pa thoptaorMertt ch„.„. r„,,,,,,,. 1, an of whom aretoo old to live. He was peat 75 years asuffrag
of age, _ . - ,! were cast in the; eleation. The red tote • . meta via have great induenora
Decisive defeat was adminietersel - frage -treadquartata anaert the amend. I --4-  I-pear army rine navy trarranintsi -Mantael Paniiitait, wkoidiot. and kithst
110 the laPatiata rebels in the fighting meat earned by from 10.0.00 to 12.00a tailliers, hospital ships ant stipple *hire lea pmfni,r, aid ant easawit „„aaar, Italia
monad Cuernavaca. The. rebels left
more than 100 dead on the battlefield An anonymous donor bait given tired by the aanie rubes as arecl/TplOyell
and-the remnants of Geo. De La tl's $25.000 toward 4113 aviators' penston. III eleterniniiiig. the net lotioacp of mair•
band sought fafalre hi the nionstains. to be called the' Kaiser Wilhelm lama. haat veasels."
Where pursuit is difficulk datian learroll'iviatars and the tarn ,
FerrYhosts suaacedad in reaching Hies of those killed by falling will he Disorder In'taismouse
the' stranded now Royal, George in beneflAvries . Leadoa.--As the hp-tie' 'of... enamors,the St Lawruncie-Tifor lo taking By anoounclag that 1114.4 artieles
was being peremptorily sdanirned afterthe Wee steerage- parsengars who lost in the agaaegattaa $13.400.
areuld be sold at the animal aurtioo 1 4141141 of sill coal union following ;hewere soot Mallareal by spirts'
-trains -.
John Jacob Astor. infant son of
Itra Madeleine Pewee Astor. will have
*than 'scour, of $3,322 a year for his
support the next three years. Surro-
gate Fowler granted a petition Ilkai
by Mrs Astar this and appointed
Ilia Astor as the child's guardian,
with limited authority, until bre shall
Pasch the ago of 14
A earn crop of 3.169 127.000 bwah.
*Ilk or 281.0210/11 Mohan! more 1111I• MOW\ Meg
the vvoteot crop of ,,orw ever grown leryee as uretbseisder to America and
ha any reentry of the world. Ix Hie Sir eve0 Arthur OfetileaRietit
feature of the costory's most remark
able tigrtrailtural aear history, as..
cording to the November cam report
• of the Colied Mates departmentof
allure mat issued
rastaoatiem a Leas Mee
ported atior,ii. If not Oreaity in the
hands of i 'test ,leoL,, Taft Varied
Thampocin, streamer* lictbie preaddval,
Is slated to swerved- 1St McClung as
Artssaiirorz •
Count-itontanim. I ate appointed
premier of Segal. sues-reale* the late
Je;be Canalejam assassinated Tuesday.
Tho-ootist--10-o--4.14tered-wlso-naw-sot-
been prominent' in lioIiticml life.
The Cappealitalgeo "raft" for gov-
ernor' of Katitate atrii see isa s back
by twenty-tao votes. Eighty-nine out
of 105 emirates hiaroateporied to the
secretary of Matt. •
Lars Anderson of Washington. now
minister to Belgium. has been named -
ambassador to atainitf• to succeed
Charles Page Bryan. whose rerigua-
tam was announced a few days ago.
'Former Governor William Lurches
is gradually approaching death at
Clermont. Ia.. according to the attend-
ing physicians. He is. unconscious.
All of the members of the family tire
at the home.
- Friends of Huntington  as-
slataht secretary of state.
btw -appolutareed to succeed -rizartsp--
Page Bryan of Chicago. Lit. whose ,
resignation as aanbassaddr to Japan  
of his insistence that President fah- la a 
ping ear on a Peuusylvania rail-
road train bound tor New York. lthe
Sgaggird 44"-"amimatiaMemiliesase, -
wannempumemeinameseesssa,
••••
miI, of the dead letter office acm He.
eel-diet 16. Putainastre Geotecal Hitch-
cock issued a warning to all carts*.
*Ma-gift senders and prospect cue'psi'.. pai
eel post patrons
An eat raortimu7 snowfall. laiming
two days, hits covered the wheele'• of
the region of the %anises. Franca, to a
depth varying. Min. eight te
hitless
The litttlidi terrenoi office officially
went to succeed hint
Preexistent Taft stared to visitors
that be ;Wooed to Ill all vscaae
oreurriag before Mittel.' 4 with. regard
to the appreachIng clutage of admia
pins Mgita---TSMocra
lenders are eariaed An'estrahrdt•
eery sesedon. otivagros. will be called
by Preettlent Wilson shortly after his
.fniiiiiraralion and a Pr,r‘grate ,INID
ersi tariff srevtalua owloesid tiros.
t 1.2o per net ton, the veasels to he meat-
attempt ,of Premier iiiTVescied
the rote token last Monday on An stowed-
meat to Ilia home ride bill by wh-1.-h the
merertintellk littatained • defeat, a toe*
theows by OM. sof the opposatem mem-
bers struck Winston-Churehill, first heal
of the aliedraltY, fall in the fame, Mr.
tit-urchin was slightly stunnet, hitt oth-
erwise umlaut, although • the tense of
the book left a spot en his cheek. _
his *nowt, as 11111A reported, but attar
barite, made the attempt the polar gave
out this itiformatien to throw possible
secomplices -off their guard. -
s
MAY BE PRESIDENT'S GUEST
Reported Presideattlect May Visit
White Beam - •
• Washingain.--Presidant Taft has in:
tiMatett t• ailinsiti that he ismild like
to entertain Presidentoloct and Mts.
Wilma at ths %gait. Hamm at NNW.
time before. larch I. No invitation haft
Iwo neat to the piasiJentalest and an
time set for the %I•41, hut the resits.
espresso* !Ottawa( as 'being dertioem
eateetalatust his Inteeernirle before be e
suswe• elem.
It Was five minutes-before t in IhirLII6e1""ehei'lltel"irittraralialwint'a___sad prescribe OXI tor Malaria be- --
EUROPE UP 'AGAINST CRISIS
Week May See Gener.al European War
in Settlement.
Vienna.-Austilel has presented
thort ultimatum to Servia and &Ohio*
Navy Departmcnt Will Make Big Re-
quest of Congress.
Washington.- 11,-..tu-e
year ai.i.n.p:-iaved , lair hut or-a- dpAr.• 1 -
naught. COnt•r11.111•11 cat Oat,. great
battleships ..aill.4.- .3.k.-d by the leAty
department this year.
S. retary Meyer, Asa-tent SeCTe!•ty
Winthrop and the %Aram, elio a. -a the
navy department Sr' pi. pat.i,,.;
liettt fe•turei to he embei
IMAI report, wineh will ts..,,I ,s:!ur,i
congress soon rafter U.. , . 33•• •
TIOIS 111011h. 1:0e0111:10,:....111.,:•A len ui
M31111001 of cruIS-4--1-111,11 Cu., Mai
be in ac-,'acrd with the
an intacaseal manta!' a-ke,:- let le
offset the rolisction net a in last year'
naval .approperiat ion 1,11.
--------- -
Gold is Oklahoma. •
Fort it h. Ark.-Pram repot-I.-made
bt responsable luisiness men of this aity
there :owns to be no imiher Amite that
gala has been found in Athion, Okla. Ex-
perts from Atitana ant Colorado hin t,
tr•Mniried the ore and have declared It
genuine.
job for Eit-Presidents.
Washinalon.-A plan to "'knit ex-pree
[dente, eta ice-preselentos lid ex-speakers
of the house of representatives to the
fieersof the two houses f istiarrera, with
the privilege erf debate but Ma of mem,:
urine pending suitsurew was Wilts.-bini
hen by UV 1. Bryan,
- stale-fluent wog- -templet
with a deelaratiem -that he faaorai •
change in the time of tomcat-1g euateresa
be that the new ecssions *0,04 i
shortly after the new mettilsa.
of6ei os March 4.
Left All te Widow. -
1.3,4ca, Neal.
demi? eneusl riman"Le se ajverya":1::Irtilo Pr.
hstet
all•t Si, he bad Ulfl same ealmatenee,Mr. Sternum's tatideriting, Warily/1 "My rather and I have both Ballaratit names eie tali much from -lenient headaches since te:be7atentattwP:lasai::: 
wills 
rarrhylse 
estate 
can readmreennirobe4r. 
by 
tmwy-eptascste•rff.etihat  cotIT
ker, fee was the cease of our trouble.
"Ilowever, we finally quit Mies, andbegan using Post uts. Father has had
but one beaelacho now In roar years,aue. to a nevem cold, and I have lost
My headaches and sour stomach,
welt I am now convIticod canto trots
caftan
lataa' "iittnalcumtpssiaomfiego°4‘Crre, II:onm:adito\aw"nreslistmelloalamnpaimiThe to livesto In 1 new emintry and 1:ftleararrzrid pll .lowd•o7ienitildit  niollta‘4tbet_upinatIll2leltbutOt tire:,
AilFa-what did
asked hint for mi.
Alfred II.- said
It in the pot het- he
In,
papa say when yon
harld?
h., guessed I'd find
caryied his monty
Foley Succeeds Part,
atiesr,.--Arowsiisreuiest is matie.„0
ippinntinest of TIIM11•111 J. Foley
materal manaper tf taw Illinois (astral
rallamek, Foley has beim assistant
Flamm! Menanor of the company astates-
eras year, and smear& W, I.. Park: as
Prim Books.
Newt York. - wee, 700..._
-11•111 for oats of taro aid %ultimo* at he
emitinuatetin of the. .*L• the I.hrary
Si ow. tale Robeet IlOce • e mitt. al
mudyi mid leave hrouglit a total et' $1.
11411,1111.
te' V•dgme,t
N.3141 MItrt$411 Two. ,iisaismitod Mt? Bank Si Heitelitta, at
fasts, Fla -J. T. Ocrirehhta. ha. ner,l iie,lass, INAls., secured rid es'
farmer living neer hero, sail Jul. IS-year .,pas. Thu robbpro eat, sit tehipkwie
ail adopted diambler were murdered near arid telegraph air" Jepiling into th
their kolse V • mpg. , tows. •
- Loiterer .1marevos.
tkicago.-Pliteller I t.tect "st lies •.t.a.
star Will,4111fillitir; wk. is ulI with wp
peadleith si the *Preshtertaa
is
win Inspect Casa.
•graggigron. • **role, • t Of . War Pam.
toe salted. trim New Nott‘ for Galas to
inappet the Psalms canal-min kish fey
the remannisitelatiess he most mateii
sangrias in -his arntiat report.
Prohibit Oleos*
•••••..
•
•
:...weeerarew
"--ttY1
- as
aateek...
I e e 'ging
eameloa pa the. Vat-metre 
('it..?Teak resebelioes mete atlopte4 fareriwe
he passage Icy congress iit livra peolob
%tins the ettlorov olaimarearine. ir
Imitating. or manbatacie et butte".
SCOFFERS
Often Maki the Staunchest Converts.
.The man who scoffs at In idea or
doctrine %Mai he does .not fully use
derstand bas at beast the courage to
show where he stand*.
The gospel of Wraith has many con-
verts who formerly %laughed at thes
idea that coffee and tea, for example.ever hurt.anyone Upon looking Into
the matter eetiously, often at the aug-
'ratios of a friend, suck persona
hare found that Postum and a friend's
advice have Is en their salvation
"My;sister was emaloyed in an east-
ern city where she had to do calculat-
ing"- writes an Oitha girl. "She Sue-
tPX.Y1 with headache until she WOO 01'
most unfitted for duty.
"Iler landlaty persuaded hair to quit
coffee and Use Pastan' and In a folr,
days she a as cannily trim frown head-
ache" I Tea is Dist as injurlouti as
coffee boreal', It contains ollnreae, th•
same drug found in coffmal "She toil
her employer about a sad on tt71•11
" Name elven by Postern Coa
Battle Creek, Mich,
Head 7This lama - to Welleillee," IS
Oa* "Tarre's a reason"
wee rood the- obey* timer, Alos soosses hoes Hem Is 
nsow sweeatiouv,tree. felt Si,lattemet.
•
•
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ItT adind Would Ire110Out Many
Test , Honest -Toilin*
_,...--f- __-
By 1111CHAZIL dltOWN. H. Ye&
I
AM O1'I'OSEL1 to any•resding.test for Inim
igiants because it would
keep out of this country millions of honest 
toilers, good and useful
men andiNsiuMen who ileaerve isit opportunit
y in life and who have
been deprived of ii-through no iiiiiit-Ottitet
raswn. -
Illiteracy, as 'Ciery- One Ittions, is the 
result of oppression, and -it
. Would appear poor Americanism, indeed, to cl
ose The doors .of our coun-
try. which hat maintained thdhigh_sloctrin
e_thactlie oppressed and per-
:he-mitts' peoples of all la, -should find an asylum here. __
'Labor ()timid vincit. Men of brawn are far mo
re important than the
men of brain in the building of our railroad3
, subways, harbors. Every
tilde-bodied immigrant coming Jo our countr
y enriches it by his honest
labor, whethertit be-in factory or !nine, orus 
trench digger. On the. other
hand, American ideals may sufTer"riidrly a
t the hands of one who pos-
wows all the intellectual qualifications, but i
s devoid of that which is far
.spore-essentlid---Slinnij.nobility- of. diamete
r, such as -we-often - find -among
• - ,_ ______. . __ ...._
„
it
at
I.
fly
4
Thc illiterate 1 M 
who are sat ii iet
The &tam that because 'people 
lack the opportunities in their own
- -
ftref-ore-inferior-terourselves-w
ould geswenammeewsum 
be most dangemns if accepted.
 iii orsTY7 . .
Have the supporters of and the :agita
tors for the educational test
considered that the marvelous growth 
of this country and its prodperi
ty,-
unequaled in the history of the worl
d, are due to the liberal immigra
tion
laws?
Some of Our best citizens have sp
rung from parents who, had they
been required to pass any kind of 
educational test, would surely 
have
been excluded from the-eount
seratic -ideas, Itogether_with 
the
editeational,opportunities afforded 
immigrants and their children, do 
more
to eiltulite them than all- the edwa
tional tests in the world ea old 
accom-
plish. Udder our zystem of publ
ic school education the second gener
ation's
immigro.mts-become-peifeetly 
_Whit be_de-
Owed. however, is the fact that 
the second generation, like the b
orn
Americans, reale- to follow the occup
ations of their fathers, but se
ek
lighter vocations. This is anot
her argunikitt 'in favor of the immigran
ts
form.• I II kl I k 1
WHERE SPRUCE BEER IS MADE
Dews& by Newfoundland
is Calebogue-Drink Is • Home-
made Concoction.
• popular beverage on the 'stands of,
Bt. Pierre and Miquelon, particularly.
among the beak fishermen, is spruce
beer. Tbe pelghboring Newfoundland-
ers probably Introduced this drink
among the French. It has been brow-
.d in Newfoundland from a very early
pariod_a_ 
tory of Newfoundland„" quotes the
opinion of Sir William Vaughan, who
attempted to found a colony on the
southeast coast_b__Itill_that strong
liquor is prejudicial in cold climates,
barley wateir and spruce beer being
preferable. Prowse also mentions
spruce beer as an ingredient of "cal-
abogus," which, acording to his dee
_scriptIon. was a concoction of rum.
.."
I I. I I
-
past, but it is,a concession to a 
decadent .-lunt and to
ant i plate.] am! bigoted
President Eliot of -liarvard proisirly
, &clam! that
.the Only questions which sho
uld be asked of an innni-
rzin; are. Is he healthy, strong and
 desirous of earn-
ily,_a_•-00.1 living? This, to my mind
, is an ex'pres-
i- ti if tree Aiiiericinisin..Stul.ti
lePr Ti at TTe-
ii. v,i that a ratline ,t•et should
 be -applied When the
foreignee_propests- to beoinie a citizen a
nd not before.   black spruce, fresh fro
m the tree, is Ise of l
iberal federal reward.
• chopped into small pieces and put into 
In addition County Attorney Cath-
wwwelle Not long ago I was talking with a noted 
an Iron pot containing about six or 
cart and City Prosecutor Brown.- act-
and eneceeeful lawyer of a eftv in th
e inte- 
@Wit gallons of water; this is hun
g lug. upon advice of Territorial 
Atter
over a large fire and left to boil fo
r nea--General Lindsay. will inve
stigate
nor of the natio% and was astonished
 to several hours, until the leaves cosine 
he mysteries of the large mortality
bear h m '3Lav that he hail n
ever hail -a off ahd some molasses. put int
o tt,_ ,at
glimpse of the ocean. lie explained 
it on the Tein--et
the ground that be was a creature o
f habit;
- he never left home except on presSit
ig -busi--
ness and then but for short distances. 
To
travelpicans the breaking up 6f his reg
ular
-habits and hence he had viewed n
one of
nature s grandest sights.
The explanation sounded plaus
ible to
me, but a friend who was with me 
at the
time and who knew the distingu
ished attorney better than I remarke
d as
we left hi presence that there 
is another and a stronger season why
 he
hail ne.er hooked upon the salt sea 
waves.
"That .ffd duffer," Tooth my fri
end, "simply lied as to his real 
miei. ea.
] can tell yeu ihy he has never lat
en the t.eksing waves or heard the At
-
lantic's roar--.-hieis too miserably 
stingy to pay the railroul fare to the
roast. That's the sole reason and
 not because biris.so arsrae to travel.
 tkm-Dsiki Consular and Trade Re
-
ports. .
If there were any Way to d.vide
 the bet I'd wager you fifty plunks even
up that he'd take the titist--trai
ryto-the-seashore
the ...pensee of the trip."
eleger,". ,i•X•irea••
— •
• PROBE DEATHS NOT SO !NCH CHANGE!
EXPIRIENCES OF TWO WOMEN
U. S. Will Investigate Killing of WHEN THEY M
OM.
Chinese Girl Infants.
thvarlably Place Biarne
Scorpions When Female Babe.*
Die Suddenly-One Case
_ Showed Fractured skull.
Found They HO Dons a Whole
Lot of Unnecessary Worrying as
to How Their Furniture Was
Going to Look.
"I moved In-the summer renterk-
Honolulu -It is the belief of the at 
ed a lirooklyn woman. "I didn't mime
-,"-
thorities that the practice of lufanU- 
very far, but it makes a great differ-
ism.* etHefig_ ale zeinsse.uL ,he„
 mace. I moved from the rathe
r
Islands is common, and vigtfrous meals cram
 and s
emi-dart
IL!* 14 will at once be taken by federal 
our apartment up to the top floor, 
'V JP 
and local officials to determine to flooded 
with aggillat and ilvddlUidnIS
what extent the murder of infants 
In fresh air. Wow, }list before - r
among- tha-OrIentals has been carried 
moved one Of my best friends Game
-on ono to being the effendeni_isn_ints,
__to me. mee-a woman with whole rot
flee. 
so intimatoishe-a-nd-T--ziever bes
t.
In tact, the first move In that di- 
tate to say to one another exactly- 
rectIon was made when by order of 
what we think. 'I suppose you're go-
United States District Attorney 
Mg to buy a lot of new furuit
ure.
Breekons, Chun Kin But, one of the 
When you get these old things of
oloathioot Chinese of the territory,
 yours up Into that sunshine above
and his wife were arrested. charged 
there and spread out into so much
with murder in the first degree ill 
more space you will see bow shabby
causerie the death of their 
year.eid and inadequate it all is and meeting. where each girl had made
girl baby: Pending furtherinvestigze-h
ate t° replanily 
'Now. I was rather fond of ni
yeteet Mae by her own efforts dur
ing the
summer vacation. Of course, the dol-
lar limit was not obligatory, but all
had to make 100 cents.
One girl made currant jelly and sold
it to her friends at so much • glass;
another pressed her brother's trous-
ers; one stopped buying lee- cream
see. and one saved carfare.
You might have one or two sales
on Saturday atternoon tom:- house--
wives, having all sorts of home-cooked
delicacies. I am sure-with eight clev-
er girls the new church will receive
liberal donation.
Don the pair were,released upon fur-
nishing cash ball of 125,0047 and 116.-
000, respectively,
The story of Chun Kin But and iris
wife is that the little one was bitten
by a scofplon. that they did not know
the cause of the child's illness, and
that they were surprised when she
died in convulsions. A coroner's in-
quest, however. revealed a fractured
skull and an examination of the sup-
posed scorpion proved that it be-
longed to a non-poisonous class.
The scorpion bite story has long 
fine your furniture looks up here. It
been oiTavorite one with the torautitb- -a" 
-a eh*nce "-be 
-shown right- I
never realized how weU it looked
when they have been called upon to 
amemnt for the death of a _female 
_down-111-1Wat little apartment where
child, and in the past It has been re- 
you didiet-lhave room to display it
Man
Had-
-Never--__ -
Seen
- the Ocean
14E. C. Ude t re) , SI. lads. Ns.
Fresh
Air
Leads to
Good
Health
14> it. 6.4.4.4114. vs, 51.
14 64•114ailievi. D. C.
•
Dr. Neff, director of the department of
health and charities, Philadelphia, has
 is-
sued a bulletin on the imp.wrance of fres
h
air. Pure air is as ,essential to the healt
h
of human beings as food or- water. Out
*
this sensible slogan could he gotten thro
ugh
the mind of the public the sooner wo
uld
all have general good health.
Disease germs, states the bulletin,
abound in the dust-laden air of poorly v
en-
tilated rooms, cars,. factor** and pub
lic
meeting places. The--itntidote agit
Ost
these disease germs is pure air and 
*tidy
of it. It Would be a wise 
move for all persons-to alarms&
 lower the top of
-one witeliisviit-estels rooM.Wo
 matter how cold the te
reither, for it is a tact
bock known that fresh air 
will heat quicker than will stale 
.
Then' is no danger of ta
king.eold from the fresh air if the ili
elow
be' lowered from the top. 
IFresh air, plenty of it, in the eating,
 the sleep-
ing and the reading roo
m is the enemy of &ware.
l'hrefore jet us all pnwetice 
this simple premution and permit plenty
of fresh sir to eider all O
f 6111' rifls. -
Aviation
Not to be
Done
Away
With
'By J. b. Taylor, SHIlswee.
 •
Aviation will soon be • lost ert unless
the aviators invent some mea
ns of keeping
soma ot.the fatalitite*. Th
ere will always
WIWI, aviators than fataliti
tea.
Aviation, deartte the fatalitites, will in-
most. • awl in prove.
'Item is in the human breast 511 alnico*
divine something that perpetuall
y defied
fate, sea this 444 ITIP aometh
ing is eonapicu-
ous in aviation and in everythin
g that
makes tuff prkign'vk
Isflh of the Almighty -a gift with.
out 'which 
the 11 would remain as sta.
tonary a* the civilisation of 
Egypt,'
dee iite this.awtgl liatvr4 
of the air, tt botinisn rio.••
 molly eitiima
as
eon Of the high-seas.
•
'Tee. •••r
A Difficult Question.
Your advice has helped more OMR
  luctantly acc
epted bi 
the susneeted par- 
the police 
one appreciate it It makes all the 
and where It was too dim to let any-
one girl, so I come to you for the Brit
time. hoping .to be -helped also. It . In
ents have been able to produce a -Sete- 
-difference-4n the world to bring 
it out, _have been mimed to a young
 man •
ee 
tlitorwiwebe feweefte-iget41
1.,....13t t •
for a year, to --afre:7110-110t-feel able -
-- -- 
to marry now find probably will not
conehonita 
o.tbeeznenielsilizerripttalosiinFawaa);717:4..ohutihk..te thaLgoodknadeurjouswe
reduashine,..' .
oas_of her hear."-ror two or three -ye
ars. What we want 
-
beer. aifti_melaises. Ho saya_omous spider
the "fishing admirals," who admints- 
t (wines Say* o 
-;_ 
_....   .
_44,,,,,„„t during contemplated crtminal 
procedure. '".. • ers. *
I bad an experience iiiiiii---ar --k
swiP-14-•-ig--It•-sight--thz-lia ta Il
ia- 
Lewis Amadeus Anspach, who 
lived has been keeping a cl
ose -wateh-upeet---women_a
chn conte_mplate intietn-g-fe-̀ tgagg
-a-bregking 110-enEliff
ement-
larger quarters and dread the expense
-but as pet wo-har.o net, ant knowing 
of a lot of neii• furaiture iliould know 
which Is best to do. I do not believ
e
of ft. We maved from a tiny. narrow. 
In long engagements. We are bot
t
ugly house in a row to a big detached 
anxious to do the right thing. wha
t
!mime. In the old place the furniture 
ever that is.-Unhappy.
looked shabby and inartistic and we
were always dissatisfied. thcugh we 
Now dotet be utihappy about the
knew It had cost a good deal In the 
situation, but just agree this way
! 
_.
break the engagement with the fu
ll
beginning.. p
rues. because there would
 have been consent of you both, t
hen when the
time comes that circumstances 
will '.
•
.
- -.-
eh •_ •,
—4—
thee seventeenth century  _
The__Ree Unite
d States Attorney Breeeons ft ea
rlier In the yea:. sad I (Shirk 
be ensued, kno
wing this? We have -
I 1 •
In Newfoundland as a schoolmaste
r
and missionary from 1799 to 1S12, and
urn his return to England published
a history of the island, mentions not only the men of his own °Mee to
spruce beer, and gives a recipe for the
a waking of It as-followse - 
. _ the work, et careful inveptigatioe
.
'Another beverage In-common use 
has Invited Chief _Detective Methane
there, cheap, pleasant, and very whole- 
ed.the Honolulu police to place his'
best men upon the frost. with Prom-
some is spruce beer. A bough of
eighteen gallons; the whole is stirred
-up, and when sufficiently cooled is
poured into the cask, where a pea ot
the grounds left by the former brew-
ing and a certaht quantity of cold wa-
ter to prevent the grounds from being
scalded has been"previtously put. The
cask being completely filled with cold
water, is well shaken and left to fer-
ment and settle for 24 hours. Then the
beer is fit for use. . . . Some peo-
ple of a particular taste use that beer
with spirits Instead of water, a mix-
ture which is there called callibogus.
and confined to a few amateurs."
The brewing of spruce beer being
an unregulated household industry, no
statistics are available to show the ex-
tent of its manufacture and consulate
ENCESLA—MAN— V I :
Washington Court Justice Has Rom
edy for Husband's "Tired
Feeling."
Wasattngton.-Washtub exercise as
an antidote for that 'tired feeling"
routracted by non-supporting husbands
is the correctore suggested by Judge
De Lacy of the juvenile court.
Walter Hertgrove, who says he is
a'graduate of a Virginia college and
who today is starting on a new career,
was the object of the court's remarks
The defendant, apparently In exeellent
health, told the judge that he was
overworkea and reeled rest When
Hartgromes mother sought to corteb.
orate her eon's assertions Judge 
lie
'Lacy advocated the washtub treat-
ment k
The tears of the mother and the
wife led the court to parole Harlem."'
with the understanding that he would
contribut• to the support of his wits
and childres.
MAN SEES GHOST IN CELL
Prisoner igoorsot of Story Describes
Stayer Who Kneed Hemet' After
MINN? of CM,
Allsestows, Pa.--Oeorge Stocker of
Trestoo, who Is serving a term to the
lock.* for try'ng to shoot up the
tows, toe several nights has vow.
platsed loudly of • ghost which be
Wye has nearly trIghtened the ilfo out ah
em.
of Wm. Mocker occupies the cell is
which Tom Bechtel committed 'sue 
Doyeett Nodose. Mem.
olds after the murder of Ma
bel New Tork -So effective ha
s booa
Bechtel. bet of this tragedy !Meeker 
tkok_bettee bismott instituted by Ne
w
never has hoard His description of 
York club women that at leave elt
ibty
the shoat tits Tom Bechtel sta
tely, per cora of the dealers 
in tlreatet
New York have reduced lb* pr
ices.
the vital statistics and he now de-
now declares that he will put an end
to the killing of girl babies among the
Chinese. To this end he has called
4
wise The cumbeisotne pieces ACP had 
permit the marriage, why do it 
You
•
brought from the big house we had 
are perfectly right about long 
len-
gagement3' They are 
not fair. Teti
originally lived in looked hideous. •hould bothfeel perfeoiy . s
ome
The place we were moving to looked one else May come A
so much larger that everyone said we lives,
 you cannot tell.
eggs bothnt 
should have to buy quantities of
Menge to litt--tt7-"-afy-busbmid-.-eren,
wanted to sell most of our 'old truck.' 
A Wedding -Supper: --
ato he called It: and 'start in brand 
We are about to give a evdd
ing
luncheon. and cannot decide what 
to
new, but I convinced him that we 
could not poasibes afford that, so we r serv
e that 
would be dainty and yet
furbished things up as well as posse Is 
The 
supper
 °T. innehe°11
to be served at S p. in., and 
we
He, closed our eyes as they were re-
moved, and then set about Axing the 
swioreuldyoiaiketo to have cothuerstnesenaugd 
We
new house.
'"The first thing we discovered was 
want as elaborate an affair as You
that we had enough. There were
things for every room. I reveled in
spreading out, for a change, and found
I !could make the stiff-looking old-
fashioned article take on new airs of
attraction and fit comfortably into
big, irregular rooms, where they had
stuck out resentfully in ugly rows of
straightness before. I am not raving
• Section of Picturesque Hawaii. about my home, for I know it has
among Chinese infants. That seven 
many defects and if I had plenty of
girl babies die to one boy baby is in 
money I should make many improve-
itself a significant fact, but the p
rey- meets, but I do know that in my 
new
-death-isa-sweord- s
_  everything we for-
ts( to the police, quite another met
- merly bait despised looks far bett
er
ter, , 
than ever it did before. And positive-
A number of federal, secret servi
ce ly all we hare had to buy has been a
men are now said to be working en
- coeval of chairs that we had besn i
n-
der the direction of Mr. Rrec
kons tending to get for a year past, 
and a
upon orders from Washington. It 
has few rasa to replace our heavy old ca
r-
been learned that two of them 
art pets-which I refused to put down.
"
looking for a certain Hawaiian of
 the
island of Maul, who, it is said,
 has
been the indirect meons of c
ausing
the death of manv Chinese ch
ildren bv
suppling gray scorpions to his Ho
no-
lulu patrons
F I
GIVE AIR OF DISTINCTION
That the Braided Waistcoat Is to
Kirnalro Will Be Welcome
Intelligence-
FISH WORMS LEGAL TENDER Braided w
aistcoats are in again and
long may they remain op favor, for bet-
ter than any other accessory they
- - - -
Barber Gives Shave for Each Can
 of
Bait Brought to Shop by Illinois
Farmer.
Seeking Agents to Aid Pollee.
Chicame-Tbestrieal met vaudevIlle
booking' agents have agreed t
o turn
over to the polio, the named of all
maaway stoawatvaga Oral whO AP-
tsetlIgits. •
Mount Carmel. 111 -Irish bait a
t
present is one of the scarcest com
-
modities to be found in this city 
and
vicinity, and fishermen are most n
um-
erous
As a result, many of the small 
boys
are working overtime digging wo
rms
tOr 11 lively market_
Everett Peffindall, a barber, 
how.
ever, has outwitted them all In th
e
matter of obtaining worm..
He made a contract with a tanner
near the city, on whose place worm
s
grow big and thick, to give him 
a
shave for each can of worms be got
.
The plan has worked handsomely,
the farmer coming in to town regu
lar
11 to got his shave, with a
 can of wig-
furniture and 1 didn't at all relish the
idea of losing it or of spending money
for new.
'I moved Then another intimate
friend Called to see ape. She looked
around at all my Wings with their
very souls visible in the bright new
light and all spread out conspicuous-
ly as they never had had4to be down
below in the smalleritpartMent As
I waited for more criticism she turn-
ed to me beamingly and said: 'How
dross up Mid 121%V distinction to A
plain tailor made s• it or to a simply
made silk frock. The model which
made the hit belohcs to elle of the
first of the Eton jacket costumes, and
any clever woman _ PM duplicate it.
for the waistcoat Is rtWo-rel,i
lees bodice of white silk, fastening in
tbe back, its neck slightly rounded out
and its front elongated Into a squared-
off little tab extending halfway to the
base of the hips. Double rows of nar-
row colored silk mutatee running
straight across the front of the waist-
coat, form stripes which are filled in
with other rows of the braid oat on
la wallop or pointed effect The aew
waistcoat most always he bolted from
below the arms across the frost
Selection of Hangings-
in *electing draperies and honest,*
geoid lame firmed materials tagM
wails and hangings will matte the
*num teem seem largo A pillow a
s
two and a tug al a Weepe
r hue the*.
the tints of the pratiosoinattna 
War
of the ehoometerleste room will bright' 
•o-Cefalltry Qtri.
en such a room Into a Ong* 
ot. be
Now to name Money.
Ohr Sunday school class, consisting
of eight girls about 16 years of ago. --
wish to donate some money to our__ 
new church. Please suggest to us how
we could raise this money-Maple
Leaf.
There are many ways to make mon-
ey. Not knowing the circumstances
in your case, it is hard to suggest. I
attended a very clever "experience-
think would be in keeping. One t
hing
-that I had better mention that 
may
assist you in arranging the men
u
Is that w-e wish to serve cold turke
y
for the meat -Mother.
At that hour you should serves 
sup-
per, not a luncheon, which is a mid-
dle of the day function. Serve c
old
turkey, escalloped oysters, hot r
olls,
olives, celery, cranberry jelly, the
w a
fruit salad, cheese stra”, ice 
cream
In individual forms. mans and 
the
wedding cake.
To Entertain Inforrnatty.
Can you suggest some way of ente
r
Mining a party of young people 
be-
tween the ages of TO and fl, very
 in-
formally! There will be about 1
1
in the party. Also what would 
you
suggest for simple refreshments. an
d
prises, if they be awarded?-X. C. I
.,
led you ever hear of a really 
new
method of entertaining? Nearly 
every
r.ovelty is only something old d
one
in a new way. I think cards a
re the
best in most cases, with perhaps a lit-
tle contest at the end while th
e host'sea see.. to refreshments The other
day I saw a jolly 11011f spent In guess-
ing what nowele each guest repr
esent-
ed be wearing some artiele to 
Mal-
mo.. the blossom. The rose, pe
ony,
violet, tiger -lily, pansy, etc. wen
there.
_ Marken. the WWI *War.- •
Is pitrer to be 01'00 Vies footway,
engraved with the initials of 
her
maiden name` Is her first name 
per
missible to sse-M.
Tea, both silver and linen hoar t
he
Initials of the bride. Near and Evar,
friends sometimes use the first ea
and isometionso a pet cognomen is air
,grave•I on a personal gift. 
This W
done on sliver picture frames 
which
are much in vogue at presen
t, torw
eurnably to bold the husband
-elect's
photograph.
The Proper Them to Ow
Madly tell me the proper way 
of
salts( a club sandwich i
n • roomy-
mat also whether bouillo
a is sipped
with a epees*'
A club sandwich IS eaten With 
a fork.
New Dances Are Sacred- 
, Two Material. Used. the 
toast, if very dry, MVO be bl
okes
Ithaca, N Y The 'commission In 
Combination or chocked and plait and eaten with 
the fingers lemilkia
charge of the sophomore cottlion 
soot materials will be much in v
ogue thie is taken from a spoon 
extort the last
tho Junior promenade- at Cornell 
have fell and coming winter.
 Chocked tow swallows which may
 se
a
-boss notified JUL tlin.,"11srko,7 I
srat- skirts will be worn with 
plata *meets. hole the eta to/ lifting 
with Zitest
-411•10.- - - *-- 
---toffiteriat 
the cup to the
pM•MItted. - 
*odor an 
ittieww------- -_...
, • ..:
!e.141.•411;,411;.... 4.06441 *Pt. 
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,s,preciy recovery.
Miss Stella Summerville. of
"tsar Mayfield, spent last week
-ctititil the family of her sister.
Mts. Chas. Pargrove.
The little child of Guley Raz-
tali died last Saturday and was
,Isarried the following day at the
altnzsoll. g rav:.ryard.
Escapes An Awful Fate. 
I used in the postal service: and a
to Paducah last Saturday to eel- 1 fourth the dispatch of mail by
ebrate Mr. Murphy's sixtieth A thousand tongues could not'
,
aeroplane.
birthday. I express the gratitude of Mrs. J. The ,sei:°11',1 ,series will show
week with relatives near Cherry. ! wonderful deliverance from an ments the-tour great- classes of
several envinm-MrS. Annie Turner spent last E. Cox, of Joliet, Ill., for her at 'work-in-their !He
'awful fate. "Typhoid pnenmon- postal eir•I'!"'''''s •postoflice
-- --........- 
Put a porous plaster on the ia had left me with a dreadful .clerks, railway mail clerks. city
chelp, and take ---a7good cough 'ugh." she wr s. 
-some_ letter carriers. and rural deiiv-
syrup intetnallY times I had such wful coughing ery carriers. The third series+Charlie Das-is is building 
if you Would i *L..,a . treat a severe ca of sore lungs, spells a "mlag--
h / %veil' id die. I will represent four .industrialajar residence for Boss Wash- properly. , Get/ the dollar , size 1 tvuld get nO\
of BALLA . HOREHOUND, treatment
I used Dr.Mrs. Nat Fondron and Miss SYRUP.- W -each bottle there 
046000.000 0 Co 0 40 Ca 0 • 0-00-41441.4)42- i 2
isr
*sin% attended church here PER POROUS PLASTER f0, 1H relnedY far I aearrelY caughl Joe M. Falwell and family,wida,v. 1 the chest, Sad bY Dal - &Stub- 
40
' 4 f -
now." Quick and safe, it the
- -7-11-in Pryot has purchased a blefield.
 lung medicines. Every bottle ! week for Georgia, where they A.
Most reliable of all throat
--'s - well known citizens of the east crand side of the county, left ;he past ' _.._T. , v e......5ree‘  31,cze. 31-te. •
• guaranteed* 5() efnts lind SI"' ' will make ttieir 'lire -. bOtIle. :1•1.rTrial bottle free at Dale & Stub:. Mr. Falivell is one (if -, tin 'Ir.i-7 • Wild& 
county's best known eit Lens and:
-Tun Pullen_is all smiles, its a - % • :•h•r7 1..some time d-ring this month, to iden he Concord and stamps wilI-bt -sent so a.4 to be ,
•••••• ••••
T1 V' I :. _ I ,... ..., 141 1;•Ii,11.7.1ta)••
-' -'1 iiit.. N4.1.1/
-711Wiltheitnte- --datighter ofr- Clois Gray has a new boy at acres °Pe
,
nice 
_ _ nemonth • - -_,_ -
Get alrAAK" (Spec' ial) - .,•'. 11‘.̀,tfl i•Fiid ---and
,,, ....I 
,, --- ; hi,. •••• .... 1...• Pria..1,• Drug
make his nurae., . _is
111a.  Mrs. -Mit Fuqua. frame hou . good tobacco 
sheacloa, s that there will be no 
, .i, .1.,r0: Tile Fe 'or,rili.•:il 141
has home. possibility of delay in the bfgin-4 ii ,, .-
%atter at present.
Ames sick the past week, but it '
- I Hughie Anderson is the father 
es, c. This is eon- ning of the serviee. - •'!.,__
‘• 1 c. ,-, 1,
; IT. 1 , 
I . -pp •-•••••• ii tr,it.t:l it.i..1,, i .,.: sj
.,.• .., ., ,. -,..04.11”! lt,--i 1•Klay.
I -1-141.”
I. , of a new boy. WI n the .9th. 
bard ns sta'-•
of the icest farms! The new issue will- be in three _
The first Will : . ...  _ .-, „‘.1t. tit:iikrt 1'311. •
-Mr. Lee Galloway, who has1 i in the. epPintunity and can be series °f Siesigns-, Mrs. Frank Turner is- -sick .•botight et the right. price, and ' 
:_ \ _,_ , _ , i - . . • .... .3 ft i-,•!‘• • .. the--.Wien sick the past three --weeks i - -. illustrate modern methods of .. - , .. . , ,_ i ..•„ . .,.. t •I . •. 1:, ..-IL I 1-- i•r,siiiwt, -,ei congestion and other Ion easy terms. For further par_ itrafisporting mail, railway trairi : . - .- __i___.....-____,______,___________ _
eorn_ , with .lagrippe. 1 ri., ..1 --. -
I '`'-'"--+-4•1 -..-'71'.."---T-17-:---°;7-,i:: ;1,;' :1.1,1: it:le't I. 11 ::i.... .,‘,..‘ .:..'  :1., .:::.:fz il : le:;::Ill.,11 tiriLlirpgr-fiEcularsdd Miliseeer aRaneYt Provi:e1)°"Lnce. -°r-anoth"L 1111 -wean- Mit. It'. -iti-1- - 
i:• 
vibrations, is resting better-. andi' messes„..iin__Lidurphy„._ George- ,_ air --Iliart-Y- ttientis - twiPe-far-173Tariii-e, Ches Hargroves and 'ship: a third an automobile now .
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,Stoves Ranges, C,ifiag Stoves,
Heating Stints. _A ,14 stock to se-
lect from. Prices`-sialst: See them
before )ou buy. -.Raker & Glasgow.
Resahs. .Xis nil in the Legder
Mattis. Cochran, uf ford` is a free tits, tJi.'S RED PEP-1But .1 owe my life to this wonder-.
WARNING: _ .,
uhit•ctI c F ' 
IIINTS! BET
-A 
BurninE.R.S:
..ON •
This is -111.-.
U. S. Co:.1;1-7
Statioi-T-
U. Meanink US!
ALL 11 1 URRAY
And Surrounding territory !
' A SUPPLY FOR ALL!
FILO*, YOUR BINS'
ear
"Before CAd Weatlicr Nips Your Shins!
_
A FAIR OFFER
Your Money Back if You Are
Not Satisfied.
We pay for alt. the medicine
used during tho trial, if our
remedy fails to completely re-
lieve you of constipation. We
all the risk. -Tott are not• 
ffiobligated to us in ay way_ what.  .
ever, if you accept our offer. fp
That's e mighty broad statement
but we !lean every word of IL °A
Could anything be more fair for Op
you?
A most scientific, common- . .
sense treatment is Resell Order-
lies, which are eaten like candy. an
Their active  _principle, A Xe-
cee scientific discovery that is fp
odorless; earwigs@ and '
very pronounced, yet gentle_asd
pleasant in action, and particu-
larly agreeable in every.
They do not cause di
nausea, flatulence,
any in CQIIVVIII
-I ailment., we -.urge youRexalr-Oi7derlies at our 'risk., Rememljter, you can get them in
itIortay,_only- at- our -11r.OM._...-
ay-
hoea,
ping or
whatevet-i-
kill • erli re particularly,
• • -aged and del-
.. (te persons.
If you suffer.frolk chron_i_e_er
a itual constipation, or the as-
sociate-ar dependent chronic
.11612z.ness. of Moyfiold„ spent
-- lost Sunday with the family tiff- - and family
brother B N Pullen ihave moved to their new home*-Aleir , . . -. 
lately purchased from JasperHarry Nance and wife have 
tage. The parcels post law goes. These Homely Spots The Great- si i•Y• Lex!
Jones, while the latter will One nice 80 acre,firm 'at the-whose to housekeeping; move to Indei_endenee, Mn c
DCER,
. J. JENNI-NO-S; 34)1T3a.
• --
•
powtorgoe at Merrily, Kentucky, 'for triananiiiisten.thirought_• the tivoileoliseeetul- class- matter..
• 7.rigujigaDAY„ NOV ENthER 21 1912.
_11.11111_011110111ENTS
11/bie Ledger Is authorized to pjaee
likallimir the  v_Kagra_utralloway .county
aci candidate.; for the Yttrium; °mese
_ rwttlar"-
Ilion of the i-ourrs--41---thu-Augist,
rt str, election.
For Asaessor.
C. R. Lee, Murray, Ky.
• For Jailer.
Ilk. R. McDaniel.
liassiopm.
are taking advantage
iordie prbtty weather in gather-
ing ears.
Mew Jennie Cloys, who has
*irk for-several-months.' is
mitno *ell this week. 
Rev.. Castleberry and Henson
elawd a series- of meetings at
. tie Tfiptist church here last
Fri day night with _seven addl.
.ipsas. •
--Dr. Ed Stevens. of Mayfield,
Ilitsa called to the home of Floyd  _
"te.-s-ee-his--a-
Nellie,. who is very loW.house and lot from Roo Maa •  ,___ 4' an anti y wi'Mesdames Cal Ford and Will som c t irne soon. '
should h••• rich, red blood
and sturdy, healthy bodies to
withstand cold rains. changing
mmisons and •vintor .atoiraam_
yoer child is
-- lades energy- assid---11UIF
aidon -has no appetite or
y sallow akin or a pinched
is for want of vital body-
nourishment; this growing
period demands special, con-
centrated, easily di food
for' y-developme -m
hysicar ges.
Scott E 1 • __
greatest ildet known-it
is nature's esome strength-_
a he - 11-cer'n
stimulan -make rosy chubi.
active blood, &turd; frames andsound bodies__
But you most herve-SCO7TS:
el`OTT •••••••• N
_
 •••-••••••-••••••••
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A Bakery With A Baker
We pride ourselves that we have a real,
genuine,- Simon-Fwg 11*r to: do our 64ing,--and
as a result .we know -thatour. _ • _
Bread, Buns,- Piesrecgkes, Etc;
are made and baked in the most scientific way.
Mr. Butler is with us.and his ability is not ques-
Awspltrur___,, ____tiqued„jp4AcLAL.70jiioviru..ihm he_is tht,
• •
Illskomos Ms. baker everArr-the rity;--Weinlicit:vour
upoft_a_guarantee of Cleanliness and Wholesome baking.
f.e! cf us and always be satisfied. McKEEL & WALDROP
•.411, 4111, t, zilia411.• olo• • IMO IOW • • • • att • aor• t • AO - No. • •
•
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Twelve Denominaticas. S I C 4' .4BLOTCHE0 t..r i.
3,1A I. /1101 1.L!iy
"-A" " it‘3;(:, • _ 14,
a
  tablets 10 cents; :16 tablets. -25 postollice, in common with the 
Are Ugly Looks ..e..ne- Folks _so._ 1," • ' %.1,..1•0".4 -I oil Kr I R A id 44_ rrtrt-c- Wt.
•I „
Your-Ac awe.1= 410E81 ••••••,•11; 4111••••
move only at our store-The Rexall the United States, will receive
S_Uire. Dale & Stubblefield.
twelve denominations, these
For Sale. % stamps being entirely different
from the stamps used • for pos-. /special, Quickiy
Aid Coarse Pores Alwas Repulsive
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ip from ,etorro scenes showing the principal
Discovery. probably will be transported ex- 
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tither medicines till sources of the products that -`' "'-'
Settlement Notke. has been a ,resi,h;ii of this
county all his life. The ,
-;51:1-ny. .
expresiens of ro.-rets hrs -
:.r,
his
I A ft good mt* able to fur-
nish warn and wi4on and a lit-
tle eNpense mey on IA Start to
_An irerstr-n-:;. itui...,)tist1 to the. es-
tate or .k, e. or E. M. Eatteree.
or ;('.
I.. 1)y
••:• 1 y ti t`,':11(.•
r . , • ..711ts,
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10 pro- iztt,oe,iy,
s( nt same t1 irein-overly provt•11 sick with whoop:it.;on or before Dee. 1st, 1:q2.:, 'or be of -them wtks inforever haired from iTtlicioong fever and w 
Our doctor
same. This Oct. 10th, 1912, it
C. 11. Fulton, Admr. C
'
-17-Wastee-at-evav.- bottles cured -.them" says Mrs.
R. A. Donaldson, of Lexington,
Miss. For sale, by Dale & Stub-
.t
:
eil 
11,,ir 
tensively by parcels post.
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I, had u bath
having tiftblOod.
em Chamber-
Rem.* • and the
first dose eased them, and three..!
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MONDAY,.,NOV• 18th.
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am
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der
•rusts out in a ‘eVort time. --Buy i Our line 'of
good wire from lien èdy & Bucy.1 plete and you•
Don't fail to
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EGGS are its at Chew,. I .; Mrs.lane Futrell.left the past i At this time )vhen the 
cry,
Mrs. John eavis f Paducah. iweek for Maysville. Ky.
. where' "Preserve Falk tore" is heard
is here this week the guest of she will make he
r future home everywhere, \Pon't fail to hear
relatives. with her ion. 
the Potters .iiii\ their folk song
interpretationa_ 
blefield.
TURKEYS eats at Cherry Fri-
day sai
Prof. Duncan. president of
Clinton college, will fill the pul-
pit at the Baptist church Sun-
dry morning in the absence of
Pastor Taylor.
ngit and
double-barrel and runs and
all hinds of ammunition. Baker
& Glasgow.
1 Edgar Parker, son of Mance
Parker, of the east side of the
county, died the past week after
a short illness. He was about
21 years of .,age and a well
known citizen of the east side
of the county.
Tickets on sale or the•Potters
at Wear's Drug re. "batyour
seats early his splendid en-
tai nment at t ra house night
of 26th.
Miss Metta Lannon, wh
months has resigned and re-
—o has
been assistant in the Murray
postoffrce for the past several
rned to Puryear,-----where she
will again have charge' of---the- of the hair,- -causing i
t to -split,_
office at that place. She is sue- break and come out. They do
ceded here-by Mr. Dilday, for- not shampoo their-
Me -Often
roerly from Tennessee. enough, or too often. 
They uz.,
A BALDHEADED WOMAN
Shorn of Her Crown of Beauty,
Loses in Love and Marriage.
•
••••••••••••
--Hair is certainly must neces-
sary to woman. Who could love
and marry a baldheaded woman?
What charms could one array to
ofset such a disfigurement i
A woman's goal is urually
love and marriage. Her crown-
ing glory is her hair. The loss
of her hair mars her beauty,
happines and success. Yet,
right here in Murray there are
thoutands of women who are
neglecting or injuring their hair
to etch an extent that kik only
a matter of time when it will be
utterly ruined.
Many women destroy the
beauty,- -of- their-liair through
thoughtlessness or ignorance of
certain facts. They use curling
irons overheated, or to excess,
which destroys the natural oil
Don't waste your iiirley buy- "1.tPs:tir i"Panititms`wilith
ing strengthening asterw.-
i Chamberlain's Li •ment is cheap-.
- or ival better. ampen a piece
„Lam mgredient_i_postivelx harm-
ful to the scalp and hair. -
As a reiult-of such treatment;
I-of flannel -it and-bind it-
dandruff_is-created_the hair
••
4•••••++.** aaa'r="Po're•+4-4---Kennedy-& Bu pay 27-cents over the aff 
kiole-Wslacies-eartit, at out and
parts and it
e pain and sore- er prrnpt pr utions a
attresseal --Foe- two days enba Nov: 29th L  ' 
•
nod.
con-
satisfaction. 
we wawa/Apo tand 110-th. We rugstora will, Miss Tex Sims, who 
was ,ve..1-parts Parintnn  ..
Murray ur. & Und. Co. at loc bo
I have a special
per 
on Melerine I lined to her bed with stomach theremeay&an
d we will poop
regullar 25c trouble since July the 9th, pass- ly gtfarante
e that it will either Young map, p
 I  2t,„.. edttrthe.great beyond, oetobe aura dandruff and haldom  or it, dollars you a
Quit buying cheap wire that size. - -
the 18thr. She was 56 years of will not cost the user 
anything. in the Peeples
age and had been a consistent That's a dretty broad 
state-I Association.
member of the -Baptist church
since girlhood:--Interinent took
place at Shelton 'guava/ad.
Nydsville Cor. HazeINewa.
week for Cadiz. The boy's appetite is often the
called on accaunt source of amazement If you
baldness commences less prop-
i;N:5168
Just Arrived
The new Hardware and Furniture
store at Hazel is the center of at-
traction; Have you en Ili Since -
we received the last -big- shipment.
Stoves. Come in and take a look
at -the Daisy Washington Cast
Range and our Leader. They are
the best on earth, and Prices are
at the Bottom.
We have a nice line of
both for wood or coal.
Bony Jones, Salesman.
J. H. Steel, Hoz4 Ky.
Last Thursday night Will
Miller, while giving for the ed-
illeittiOtt ortilftiroy girl a cor-
rect imitation of the way a dis-
appointed lover should suicide
when refused by _the apple_ of
his eye, let a pistol go elf and
powder-burned himself severely
All that was
lackin to make this a re sin-
fu iiture is coin-
\ buy of us on
_Potter_lasay rayrneitta_ 
Amity I Murray Enr&111u1 Co 
t -11Uft-erwciiefi
' L Y. Woodruff left the latter the first of the
part of the past week to attend where she war
of the continued serious illness
i.of her sister, Mrs. J. C. Dabney.
/ 
./4-Don't be ece ed and take 
their word tjust as good."
Demand Rase af flour and say
• you want no lath r. _
-, -
I Eld. J. 11 Tant, of Milan
;Tenii., will preach at the Church
l of Christ. on Water street, Sat-
urday night at 7:00, Sunday.
at 11:00, also Sunday night.
'Everybody invited.
the Southern Illinois farmers in-
stitute and was absent several
days.
- - - .4 -• -
We have agee ey-for Standardk\ j
Sewing 'Machine nd will sell on
easy payment plan r for cash.
Murray 'Fur. & Und. to.
Mrs. John Marshall, of St.
Louis,, arrived here the past
week to be at the bedside of her
brother, Carey Thornton, who is
very ill of Bright's disease and
would have such an appetite take
Chamberlain's 7ablets. They
not only create; a healthy appe-
tite, but s then the stomach
and enable i to ts work nat
urally. Forisale by Dale &Stub-
blefield.
Miss Johnson, aged about 18
years and a daughter of Allen
Johnson of the Eggner's Ferry
!section. died Wednesday night
of this week following an oper-
whose condition has been %eta
critical the past ten days.
Old time son that reach the
Hear theeNI;t:Ltteirs, Nov. 26.
heart.
ir
It you a
what is a aqua
Square Deal
nedy & Bucy
EGGS are
,
iat
ts at Cherry.
t some of thoeie
throwing away
ding & I
M. D. Holton.
RUN-DOWN PEOPLE__
lade Strong by Vinof.
Run-down oodditions ars 
causedby . _o_Le!_work, worry, too dos  sow
Anement. _a. _chronic_ comfit or cold
iirfireNtt TiT111111C1111 10 ewer:  
We want to say to every person 11
this condition—you need Vino', our
delicious cod  liver and iron tonla
a
form,
appetite,
organs and
P batter and
 -atiar—lt will supply iron to
In the most easily assimlil
create a good, health
1vstrengthen your digest
make you eat better, a
feel better.
A case has last time to our atten-
tion from West Stranton, Pa., Mn.
Chas. Proper sayst "rbwothree Years
I was all rut down, weak and :lad
ap 
. 
and atter- VI—that time--
I am glad to say Vinol has brought -
back my bealth and strength. which
just what 1 was told It would de 
ment, but we will back it and For croup or sire throat, use
prove it with our own. money
eY if sizes. 2fieand
you- do not fmd that7Rexall "93" Stor-Ss. - -
Hair Tonic is not an entirely
satisfactory remedy that will 
See. our line
promote hair growth and over blast-best.-Murray
come scalp and hair troubles: dertaking Co.
that it will grow hair even on
bald heads, unless all life in the Eczema spreads rapidly: itch-
hasr roots has been extinguished ing
 almost drives you mad. Per
ick relief,LaeOintment
the follicles closed, and , the q'
scalp is glazed and shiny .; It 
suroll reremmended, me at all
, gets its name from the fact that -
grew  n ou
dred cases, where it received a
thoroughly hard, inipartial, and
practical test.
1 We want you to try Rexall
Vortex hot
e newest and
urniture & Un-
Stoves—Ranges, Cooking Stoves,
it hairi t of a hun-
aaion aome several days ago for  "93" Hair Tonic at our risk.
dealsti?
ua
B
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d
yeoau
T
r
; 
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,
appendicitis. She was a very You surely cannot lose an-Yllitrig
nee f K ' 
lovable young girl and leaves -a _by doing so, while you have
!host of fries& to mourn her everything to gain. • You had
!death. _ I better think this over, and then
- 'mender bowel movements 
come in and see about this offer.
lead to chronic constipation and You will be well repa
id for your
a Lonstipated habit fills the sys- % isit to our store. Reinember.1
.is.egreat bowel or. It
tern with im • ' ' ' H E RBI N E
blood and puts.the digestive or- 
store The Rexall Store. , Dale
you can get Rexall Reinedies • in
this community only at our
purities the sstem, eita iz the
• ‘ a 
.
• gafis in fine vigorous condition. & StUnletiel
d.
Price :ale.. Sold by Dale & Stub-
. • RigrOUR -WEEKLY LIMERICK 1
.1 !-'2t hosier elareAl Mden.
V•+ IT !I •! awn c
he wise.
ly wen!.
wItere they
have
GUNS
to
Si %ilia'.
That's here, an oon done.
spyR SPLENDID OF
GUNS
•   the 14tt.s :Weis Repoitt- -
em and l'urap Cttn interest even
ft:4:4 zAzre... wiii
!nen, Nintt*wi,
-
What Texans Admireblefield.
about unhea
conditions.
Almost an
herself of d
scalp and
cide was real bullets- instead of
scalp, and hair
-„Lblanks. neither of which Will
n may rid I thought were in the weapon,
dra d diseased and theabsence of the lead ob-
viates the necessity of an obitu-
ir if she will only
ary in this issue of the Parisian.
use the-right remedy. We have -
• Carey Thornton r e t it r n ed • ii hearty, vigorous l
ife, accord-,
home the latter part of the haat-tog to Hugh Tallman. 
of San Art- 1
we,•k from Louisiana, where he tank). "We find." he ,wri
tes. !
wentseveral monihs ago to take . "that pr. King's 
New Life Pills
charay of a Cumberland -Tole- surely put new life and energy
-'phone ea; Or i els ...--tht irca--araert-4440-a---aersen.----Itifoa-art0 -he- '-I
very ill of Bright's disease sin' lieve they are
:the best made."
returning home alai liit: aanai.1.Excellent for stomach, 
liver or .
tion is very Critical. ' • . 'kidney troubles. :nets 
at Dale
i e ' • ,& Stubblefield.
It is a pleasure to tell you: •
that Chamberlain' ,ough Reine-! Eld. J. W. Holsaalale. ..the
have ever 
h medicine 1 Evangelist of Texas, doge& a_ _i_
Heating Stoves. A big stock to se-
lect from. Prices right. See diem
before you bmy.-Baker & Glasgow.
Woman loves a clear, rosy
complexion. Burdock Blood, Bit-
ters en purifying the
blood, clearing the skin, restor-
ing sound digestion. All drug-
gists sell it. Price $1.00. .
Advertise in Ledger- Results.
'-'
-,-
" •-•- ;;a4-tia•-- TQataala-. 
- le I eoille want mild, easy
-..-4. _..._r. eli ), I • itrIlit.
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dp is the
writes jgra, very-successfal-i;evivalLtiieeting--
, Hugh Camp of Livonia, Ca, at the Christian chur
ch -last
have used it drith.all my chi!. night.. There were' four 
addl.
' then and the rbsults have been flops to the church, two, Mr.
highly satisfeeteeY-- For sale and Mrs. Lewis Lamb, by letter,
by Dale & Saibbletield..._ and the other two were Misses, 4
_Lit infaol. ehilti Ek0111 to WiUie \'era Minter-T-1ra TA-pep
 Jones. •
-Wells and wife, of Marian. Rev. iiolsapple Is a
. powerful '
mean,. dies' a short . date • after preaeher and .always has large
birth and. the realm roi ..we audiences   when he -preaches 
-in-*
taaatitaa. hen.‘ Wakinvaaao and thi.• communikv.- Renton' :
1
 
taken to Martins Chapel fothur. unc-Demorrit,
ink, Mr. Wells Jail s'u!' of ;d.l., • . .1;36 'ay. of hash physic, is
I' Ii' R. WaN • - 1 ty• act ‘" i'.- -• . _
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We are confident that Vinci Is the
best body-builder 'and stremoh-troator
we have ever sold.
Try a bottle on our guarantee to
refund your money. it It. tails to
lienett you.
Druggists
Murray, Kentucky .
- -
Mrs. Alizabeth Williams,
mother of Charlie and Billie
Williams. died the past week at
her home on the e si of the
county of the infl iti of age.
She was about 75 •years of age
and a well known christian
woman. She is also survived by
a husband.
Stop coughing! ycu rack the
lungs And worry the body.
BALLARD'S HOKE HOUND
SYRUP checks,irtitation, heals
the lungs and restores comforts-
ble breathing. Price 25C., tOc
and $1..00 per bottle. Sold by
Dale & Stubb: ?field.
It% quickly relievedapphcat ion of Sto.ir -
.1.iini_nicuL You don:_t_nood to rub — jtqt 1,1  .
lightly. It pcntir.itc: at one
the scat of the troll'
- Relict PVC= Rheamadoma
htzss
,ates—" kly.mothet has used one
bottle•of Stc...aNiAttituent, and ah;•,7...) she is err 53 ye.us 04 age, 
sbe has
obtained itteat rfict lt.qa het theultta.u.nx."
Rhea:wads= tudrely Comaizi 5 w‘omiag St.
"Ma rbeurnatism.and her fnen.is 
lad het to get
Sloan's liniment and her theumatism is 
At 11,e:sone ttmo**--
family was troohica with 'ng-worrns—thste neve ti,e ring seems between in
sbters'aal-flad Sioan't sic every one of us in a 
week's MOIL"
b the best rernecly* neuralgia, seintica, bulb*. dirt
. pains, ialla'aa, 11.17 fever, creep, sere tbimat mid
ekes. Prim •fifie.: 80e.., ut $1.110.-
k II.;gs and lbSttrY seat kik
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SERIAL
STORY
A ROMANCE
By Louis Joseph Vance
Illustrations by Ray Waiters
usgrteto.„ 11.1J. b 101evb
SWioPsig.
Garrett Cellist. a young Man of NeW
ork City. meets Douglas Blackstock. who
*Ilse him to a card_Mt.11Y. He aces la
.though.bei dislikes RI kstock,
Son being that both are In love with 'Kath-
erine Th•xter Coast falls to convince her
that Slackstock M unworthy of her
friendship. At the giarty Coast meets two
Named pundits and Van Tuyi There is
g quarvel, and Riackstock shoots Van
TUvi dead. Coast struggle, to wrest the
weapon front him. thus the police dis-
goviir them. Coast is arrested for murder.
We is eonvIcted, but as he begins his gen-
. fence. Dundee' names Blackstock as lb*
Murderer and kills himself. Coast be-
_ - tomes free, but Slackstock has married
 Zathertne Theater and fled Caere pure
. chasm a yacht and while sailing sow •
thrown from a distant boat. He r.,.
curs the fellow who is named AppleYard.
P. iitilITan • ITIA-Sta !Dacia known So- nd. Coast start' out to 'ME:
glom the. place and comes upon twine
deserted buildings He discovers • man
dead. Epon going trurther and approach-
ing a I ouse he sees Katherine Thaster.
who explains that her husband, under the
' flame of Black. has bought the Island.
lie Is Mind, a wirelem Operator and has
station_ there.,_Coggilnforms her that
her husband _murdered Vidi--Tu----D-y Coast
Mlackstock and soMV -Cbttramen
burying 4 man. They fire at -him, but be
Is rescued by Appleyard. who gets hits .
to te Echo In safety, and there he re-
wea that be is a Sl$,Cret ramie- maw
Metan---frigetring 'me crowd ear-
th* Island, suspecting they are criminals.
Coast is anxious to fathom the. mysterte•
 of Ko Manes Laud,. .,..A I. AnterTnillAi
.10 SILV • Katnertms. Appleyard believes
tkat Slack and his gang makn a ahiel'l
of the wireless station to conduct a smug-
lowing only the ache of effort. . . .
hen suddenly he was conscious,
lying at the bottom of • pit of ever-
lasting midnight. his limbs constrained
la armature' positions, his head racked
by splitting pains, but singularly. soft-
ly pillowed, his face. Beetle hed.•Yed
with drops of moisture, soft and warm.
He struggled to rise. stirred. mur-
mured Int oherently. and slid bath into
insensibility.
When agate intelligence returned to
there was • light--a strong ADO
Yell*, glare flooding the eabin of the
Echo---from-the--laixtp-reahlall
gimbals averlieMIL A face .at above.
his-Katherine's: his bead lay inThir.
lap; and another face. Appleyard's,
was close beside that fairer one. 02
both he -read anxiety, compassion and
solicitude.
'Wé"bi Old *Nair_
"Feeling better!" asked Appleyard.
"kens" Coast essayed a iontle,
and made a failure of it. then with
a sudden return to memory pet forth
an effort that cost him ..the. agony. of
 t ; feeling a jagged tongue of name lick
through his brain, and sat up. 'What's
-batypetter gskot•thtclitijr-- _
"A little something of everythietino
pleasant." said Appleyard. "You had
a nasty fall and pretty nearly cracked'
td
had a blt of a shake-up. iii
rimental to the admirable pots* of
nervous system; and Mrs. Blackstock
has experienced a shock and a fright
that didn't do her any particular
amount of good "
"Yea . . . but . . ."
Coast reviewed their position Is •
cem_prebensive survey of the cabins
They three were prisoners, huddled to.
  111111111111101,41111111P••
the oar orewbat Iagate iii4-s4seet
that out of *ape sad yelled myself
hoarse withoet any result. My privat•
(oat ion is that holt of 'ern were
pretty well shot up be'ore they got
away, and are now in so shape to go
pleasure boating."
"That sounds Irmisenable." said
('nail, preoccupied.He reviewed the-
situation briefly, then tent over and
with the twisted screw driver pried up
elle of the deck termite. which had
boon left unnalled. though tightly fit-
the placing of bal-
last, In the awing* revealed • nutn
6;1W-bricks of Fetal- IIIY-Itgatnst the
center board trunk. is a thin wash of
bilge water. :mast picked one up,
balancing it in his hand while he re-
placed the plank. The bar of lead was
and weight technically known as a
"fifty-six."
"Right," eommented. Appleyard;
"that may do the trick Come Over os
this midi. It you please, Mrs. Black.
areck," he added. as Coast rose and
facing the door balanced himself as
turet01/Yks the- leant headroom of LW!
tiny cabin wrould permit: "If the door
should hold by accident, that thing's
liable to bounce back' Ski a rubber
glint business. Coast penetrates to Ho-
ist'. of Black/deck's disguise. Katherine :
enters the room and passes him a note
vehicle tells Coast that neither his life
or her own are safe. Coast feels that :
Blackatock suspects him. Appleyard and
the Echo disappear Coosr-assures Kath-
erine of his protection, and she Informs
that They iur to abandon the islyint!
'Inewiediately. The blind man amt
etrerard escapes an is met by Katherine
, wishing to flee. They discover a vawt
but before they can reach It the COOlte
—disables- -Patecdr.-- tomee•ei" e"."
tauntingly states that he Is no hinge"
blind. Ile Is overpowered. and Coast and .
Katherine fly from the spot. ard go to 't
remote- part of the Island and signal,
boat which they se-e in the (Ileum..
Applevard and the Echo appear 111
stock comes rushing to the boat. env!
 Ins he fa dying.
•
•
 zHAPTER---Itx.—mealetasti4----
With this assurance Anpleyard rose.
catching the Echo's side as Coosa
shipped his oars and the dory glided
smoothly alongside the larger vesse!
'Steady on''' he said. "Coast. you
Brat. and give a hand to Mrs. flack-
stock Now, you"-to illackstock.
when Coast had helped Katherine Into
the cockpit-"and step lively! Your
companions in crime are a bit too
lose for comfort. . . Coast. I'd
suggest that Mrs. Rlackstock step be-
low until we get under way: there's r
apt to be a bit of shooting. I'm afraid,
we don't look sharp." •
Katherine sought Coast's eyes: be
nodded a grave affirmation into hers.
"Only a few moments." he said, of-
fering her his band. Without a word
she accepted It and let herself down
Into the dark interior of the cabin.
"Now. Cease the aneher- 11,etyr
Coast straightened up hastily.
Illackstoch was In his way. wending
In the corner of the cockpit between
the cabin-trunk and the roaming.
while Appleyard was hurriedly taking
lip the engine-pit hatch. So the young-
er man ateppkl unsIspiciously to star-
board across he ceneer-hOard, trunk
Into the very. arms of calamity.
- What followed fell like a bolt -from
the blue and 'passed with its rapidity-
Aj'ipleyard stood to port with 'his
back to Blackstock. in the at of put-
ting' the hatch aside. Coast on the
seaward side was en the point of lift-
ing himself to the, top of the cabin.
with intent to go forward and cast off
the anchor There was crossing his
wed the veriest hint •of a geopicion
at the blackness to the shadow of
the unfurled canvas, above the cabin,
was more dense and, tangible than It
should be. when this shadow. seeming-
-rip sx-itb -a single movement-rose-above
him like a cloud, towering as huge
and terrifying. Its black human bulk
blotting out the blaring stars, as the
/sifted jrnustret the Ifitittritlatil bottle;
loomed Menacingly 'above him in - the
enormous nakedness of Chang, and
toll, upon him with the fury and IV
rootty of a panthers
laor a few chaotic 'seconds he re-
ROOMS IHMileIr
crushed and borne down irresistibli
to the deck, then lifted like • bag et
grain and hurled directly Into tee
black, gaping maw of the companies.
say
- something came In painful coataet
site his &keit and the world
is a blase Of crimson Same.
--
CHAPTER XXI.
well keep out "el the way."
When Katherine had quietly com-
piled, Coast the flfty-six poised near
his shoulder. waited until the F.che
momentarily rode w ith an even keel.
then with all his might sent it crash.
log against the panels of the starboard
door. They yielded like paper, leaving
a hole, h which be
thrust an arm, .roping for the bolt.
-Sponge calte•-baktertu--gent pans
when *old._ with-whipped
which has
flavored, aricalways a delight to young
or old. ,
A delicious dessert for children, as
and raisins-stewed -together.-- The
fruits should be served cold with
-
dish is desired.
.111111....ablaped..s.ream.
Lemon jelly, or 'any gelatine 'jelly.
v.ith marshmallows stirred In .it and
moldod makes an attractive and et-
lertete pudding.
-A half of a peach or pear. with
whipped cream and a sprinkling of
Cheeped mits."with nut Ti
_
 tommaiimameameamemenp
Laxative?
I am in re
twilit of a letter
from • Raychem.
lo who is at the
head of • price
porous house-
hold Peruna
has been used
In his fa-litly
for a good
111.1111 years. II.
write@ as fol.
'owe: 
"'As you know,
• we have used
l'eruna bi our
home for a Mini-.
her of years.
We find it ere-
fell.Heriose C. liable household
medicine In catarrhal conditions,
coughs, colds and grip, and many oth-
er- oilnieats---to--whiCh--th. ratolly-la
subject. nut since the change in the
formula of Peron& I do net find it
quite as useful to myself. My bowels
are naturally very active. I cannot
take a catharUc.of any sort.. _It does
me injury to do so The old Peruna
contained no cathartic Ingredient
and was therefore a; very useful medi-
cine-1u ine. Rut II notice that the
new. l'eruna has a elleht laxative se-
tlon, which almost makes it pro-
hibitory for me to use I was won-
dering if there was not some way In
which I could obtain the old Peruna
.is you used to make it."
To this letter made the following
reply: "Yes, the new Pcruna does
contain a laxative element. You
should therefore take the old Peruna
(Ks-tar-no) which has no laxative
quality. While prescribing the old
l'eruna I found It quite necessary fre-
quently to prescribe the laxative Man.
alln conned-ion-44 . erefore
Manalin was combine w -Peruna.
in order to meet those cases that re-
Quire p _laxative. JIM, _j_o_case DO, 
laxative Is required the objection to
the new Peruna you spelt -of arises.
Many of the people who used to take
the old-Peruna-found- difficulty-An tak-
ing the new Peruna.
eases I am having manufactured the
4.0,,,,,_04,..gisk aoe hake. for_ Fill-aTt
season again and cover-with- -milk. 
old Peruna under the name of )(Mar-
ne. and if you are anxious to get the
-aidlhoPeritttaru-n TlukeiMan a"1"1"-e-lin -ani:edLe-ett- e-plb: 'huutiuraour, thepo-n retataamoveweiKetspirthe cover antllebat
oke 11184° You "" do wt." •-------- -
Is brown. . , patty. Columbus, Ohio. Sold
Potato With Nuts.-Chop 'a Cupful -drug stores. ---------
-
of nuts and put them Into_ basin: SPECIAL ProllCat-4144,7.--11."."na--. -1...rn"." -
add a--cupful of hot mashed potatoes.
to take. The oid Perona tairloil-ii
grunsetb"alt.rithrr Ir.:Thrileet - 
ar.a4tuKtb:  -
a little salt and pepper. two eggs well If .!:r.drritem..! zuttute,rcd..er• nos
beaten, a half cup of bread crumbs F.:::: : obi.. and ti,y .iii ;ell ...i.0 ur _
and milk enough to make a mature
to roll. Roll in trntnbs, dot a few
pieces of . butter over the, top. . Add '
milk to the pan and bake until thor-
oughly hot. Thicken with milk and -
ad
'wines, is amostaatis nitro,
Hot scotch scones rplit and -spread
with butter and orange marmalade
are delicious sandwiches which take
, the place of cake.
:rt n.'-. I.' my nert.th-
. is.r said to me: -
1 ..• tot lc need la what I ••••• -.n to be.
In tor • of trouble c. • . you.
1 
An,'- In He hour of nee./ - you , Mid me
- Van Dyke.
Hug Head Sagged Low Upon His Cheat.
• gether In close captivity: the compan-
ion doors were closed and undoubted-
This found and drawn, he pusbed the
door back and s ascended. APPleYord
WHAT .TO.EAT.
Let us see what we can do with
these-iinexpensive dishes to make an
attractive nieaLWe are paying now
for thesrheapest cuts of meat what we
Through the empty r. murk of tee
fleeted, blackened world IltIllbab
ghosts of thoughts., cores. strange
blind weeping faces ofethings that be
bad knows scurried like mice through
the sight of an empty house. came out
of darkness. passed into Mahn's,, ind
s'als-fasiL-_,Stirsk04.-114,1*4-VtA,
futile Mods. tutus ImpertunatrlY for
hoed tog, reeegnition; but when' be
411d- 1111-700141,11t. ibmr-frifis -Oboe._
• ' •
would long since have had them open;
for the air in the cabin was hot and
oppressive. Katherine was looking
pale and worn. Appleyard bright but
distinctly worried. Coast himself was
suffering severely from the blow on
his head and a broken scalp, which
Katherine had baridaged as -best she
could with two handkerchiefs. Inso-
ar, their condition was unpleasant
and uncomfortable; external circum-
stances rendered it distressing and
apparently dangerous.
"Blackstock jumped me." Appleyard
explained-"I had my back turned.
+ you know--just as the Chinaman
dropped on you like a load' of brick.
Before I knew what was up, the brute
had me In a hold I couldn't break-
leith arms pinioned. Then be snatched
To his immense astonishment, both
sky and sea _were stark and bright
with moonlight.
Behind him he beard the little man's
euiet and courteous voice: "Rettof
not I•ome up Just yet. Mrs. Blackstock.
A little later. . . .."
At their feet, blacking the cockpit
with his huge body and long, massive
ly propertioned_limbs. Chang lay me
vine end inert, half across the engine
pit. into which one limp arm dangled.
Whit time the shadow of the sail and
swinging boom did not blot It out in
Inky blackness. he moonlight struck
cold and hard u n the evil: grinning
mask of death that was -his face. .
Swaying 'drunkenly, Illackstock .00
curled the wheel-boa.. his fat white
hands loose of grasp upon the spokes
my gun out,pf my pocket and threw and moved by rather than controlling
me after you-Vcither side of the een- it His head sagged low :Upon hisr
ter-board. I lit on nit feet, but the chest, swinging heavily from side te
-doere-wertvidaninyed -rinabeletellyetore -side as she catboat roiled.- -
' I could turn round, and it was all over -- ---tte..at least, could not be dead, as
: but the shouting. . •. . There was Chang unquestionably was-a fact Ap
t plenty of that, for Blackstock wasted pleyard presently verified by the most
1-2-tor-ef --ratuable-thne trying tors/art- brtef of ituraests; Atscovering • in the
: the motor before he. told Chang to Chinaman's naked torso - less than11/1
hoist the Pall By then the long- three bpliet wounds, all- In testing the
1 boat was close in and hiaekstock ' perforatliml of. a vital spot. rwarning her to keep off, or he'd shoot. (TO init CoSITINUEDa ' "
Right then somebody In the boat
Istarted so
mething-the buttet---iodged---- Laughter. _ .
In the side, by the sound of It. The Hires to laughter! The smuttiera
long-boat humped us. -and there was of the pool, the happinong of the
the tIte_4es of a shindig going mg heart, the heaven of youth. the Peri
overhead I gathered that Chang die
tinguishod himself with to boathOok.
using It as a flail.. and Blackstock
_muat_lialtiLliad another. gee besithIL
mine from the way le kept a-popping.
The other gang kept busy, too; but
they hadn't the. heart for ItKlackstock,
and Mang bad, and after a bit they
sheered off and mot* It up - . • ,.. '
'Somehow or otter Chang giet it.
sail op. we! eye began to move. There
eras. some groaning overhead.' and
on a fall, with Illackstock russia'
moderate, but steady, hut we skimmed'
SiOrt* le Aleatilly and prettily as you
plopp,,... tiler vats or an hour goy- !
shj illgitiet and • hilt and ever
Owe WS luaittic business has been
CoiL E littleilid libillitaing Ind kV t
f
eds. Without it humor would 04 Mleid
imb. wit would wither, dimples would
sPpear *Miles would shrivel,
rit's glow of • clean conscience
'14"-titifes- oars toot Iteriltrtit-141-
of purity, the echo of innocenoa
the treasure of the numb's. the wealth
of the poor, the bead on the cup of
pleasure. It dispels Aelerilon. bat
lobe* blues and mangles inelaschelF.
for It's the foe of woe, the destroyee
ot depression, me enemy of grief; it
Is wby" kings envy peasants, plutis
crate the poor. the guilty the Inn*
two, It is the sheen on the silver of
Milks the ripple on the waters of
'slight, the gnat on the gold of Mad
lirrCEIR
IF3a1711't&4 
such unimestionable badge 
Iii g11 * mid all this mighty-IMICRatitt l. 
sum
Lied 'reign of a Sovereign mind, as that 611' for evsr e1s•.11.1tut.Thot mulling of Imelf will ...mostenacity of purpose which. through all..
nigairnsiranenizienra •bair ?pay:tine,: oirot-fo:r. nui s.' must it'll be itiecklira-"
etuhntit."clotar
heart or hope. but wearies Out uptswition
a es at its poet." 
SOML POTATO DISHES.
DAINTIES FOR CHILDREN'S PAR-
TIES.
—
One of the things to guard against
In serving children is that they must
have no very rich food, or very lit-
tle. Childreh are exceedingly tend Of
ice cream, and if • not too rich or
sereedin too-large guantttles. It le not
harmful
eintrelelfas. marguerites and
feat& of all kinds make enough ire
riety..to please the small prople;with
ho after ill effects.
Stewed prunes, mixed and chopped
with nuts and used for a sandwich till-
ing, are most appetizing Cut them in
different shapes, as often the appear-
ance will decide the liking or not for
the- food. In crescents, hearts,
linter size or In circles; placed on a
tty plate, they will Appeal to the
rich and elegant
whipped cream.
---)t-ma.ehmaflow--dropped in-the cup
of cocoa fakes the place of cream and
-is enjoyed by the little people.
Meringue cases may be made
at home by piping whipped white of
egg and sugar into cup shapes and
baking. -Serve these filled with ice
cream, garnished with 'candied cher,
ries
Antither nice dessert is chopped serve poured around the loaf..
marshmallows. a few nuts and sweet' 1 Potato Doughnitts.--:-Crearit three The Original
tablespoonfuls of butter. stilt-nett; add
three fourths of a cup of sugar, the
Yolks of three eggs and Ow hite.of
one, one cup of freshly mashed pota-
to and a fourth of a cup of milk, two,
and a half cups of flour, three tea-
spoonfuls of baking powder,. half a
salt .-lialf-a-teaep000- of
-mace -and a- fourth 4:tr a triP.
spoonful of nutmeg.- Add the flour
gradually; more If needed. 11011 all
the doughnuts before commencing to
A potato salad that is not very
common is the following: Diet` sfit
cold boiled potatoes, add the chopped
whites of three hard cooked eggs; rub
the -yolks of the eggs smooth with a
dash or two of mustard, and add a cup
of sour cream. Season with salt and
cayenne and pour the -dressing over
the potatoes- Let the potatoes stand
In the dressing some time before serv-
ing.,
Sweet Potato Pudding.-This is a
West Indian recipe and inakes a nice
hot luncheon dish. Grate peeled sweet
potatoes to the amount of two cups.
add a cup of ripe bananas marthed. a
cup of brown sugar, three cups of wa
ter, a tablespoonful of butter, a tea-
spoonful of ginger and mixed spices. a
dash of salt. Mix well and spread
about two Inches deep in a well-but-
tered Pre-dtab and bake for an hour
and shalt.
Savory Potatoea.--Cut leo small
4-Pm erbiteee into- venni 
Mere*, sad.
*see ttia?-in the bottom of a baking'
dish4--tillosi three potatoes and half an
harms. Add two more
pepper and sett, then slice in two more
slices of bacon, cut fine; seaman with
potatoes: add another slice of bacon.
fry •
IS easy • !lough to he
ant
Wit. n .m.• aker....111:. a
th.• cm. worth while Is the otte 'rah
a smile
When c•crything goeig rid wromi
• LE. W. Wticox.
NUTS IN FOOD COMBINATIONS
. Nuts contain so much nutrition that
they Would be used More generally
as a food. Those who object to the
use of meat may find a good substi-
tute in nuts.
Savory Nut Loaf.-Any nut loaf mix-
ture may 'be served hi the form of
croquettes with peas or a tomato
sauce, making a satisfying luncheon
dish. Take a cup of chopped nut
meats, walnut or hickory, add four
cupfuls jet .breadcrumbs, a- chopped
hard cooked egg, a well beaten egg, a
half teaspoonful of salt, a half tea-
spoonful of, pulverised sage, a.medium
sized onionsgrated. and sufficient reek Dunn-How pale and careworn Mu,-
or water to moisten the mixtere. Brown looks!
Mix all together and roll in the form Gunn-Yes, she has on her Lenten
of a loaf, bake in a small bread an complexion,
hour.
well Mattered- Bake about half an
The Other Fellow.
Almond Cookies.-Mix a pound of Mies Oldmaid (purchasing m• usic)-
ground. .blanched almonds with a Rave you -Kissed me in the moon.
pound of sugar, add a tablespoonful of , light?"
powdered cinnamon, a tablespoonful . Dopenutt"' Why- ,er- no It
of powdered cloves, live cents worth must have been the other clerk
eassisanwirterva seedienan.dnouthrve yolks of ictiefourirldo:n.-nfrif,emox 
ch 
weelithitst.
ere eove veureelf from Chills and Fever
of the eggs before the flour. Roll out
dough adding the well beaten whites atOwicultit malliannamiltlaroriusbl ea.cotinAtrid;take a
and cult-with' fancy cutters. Rake in
a moderate etre.
Peanuts With iince.-('ook a cupful. Rather Mixed.
efriee until tender; while hot stir in - "Ile•s dead in earnest."
a cup of peanut butter, stirring until p"leo'eps:lel'avme noticed eathingslive tile,
well mixed.- Then add a half cup of
milk, a cup of cracker months, leaving
enough to ApreaKArei _the Mat, would condemn-la-others.
form one's
and two well beaten eggs. Make lab o '•I'diaructer 
 or 
reform it 
a loaf, roll In crumbs and bake Mit Marriage ,may either
it behooves use. to use wisdom in buy-
ing any of the, high-priced fete.
Savory Stew.-Pieces of tough and
otherwise impossible meat may be
made tender and tasty by long, slow
cooking. The stone dish or casserole
has made a great difference In our
meat bills where It is comcnonly in
use.
Cut a round steak into cubes and
roll each cube in seasoned flour. Put
into a frying pan a little- fat and fry
• minced onion In it until a light yel-
low. Lay in the meal, fry for five min-
utes. cover with cold water and sim-
mer on the back of the range for twos
hours. Season with salt and pepper.
add a half teaspoonful of' Woreester-
shire sauce and a tablespoonful of
catsup. Serve hot with boiled rice or
mashed potato.
Bread and Chees--ii.-T'h- is' bread and
eheeise will be--followed--hy-klason _if 
I the recipe is- carefully followedGrew* a pudding awn and put into
it a layer of slices-of stale bread.; on
each slice place a thin slice of Ameri-
can cheese. Deal out egg eery•Selt,„
stir It into 2 pint of 'Milk, salt slightly
and pour the milk over .the bread and-
cheese. Set into `the even
browned lightly, and wive-. with a
diolLo_f  mesa.. Serve hot. This Is
a nice dish for supper.
Coffee tapioca pudding 10 a simple
dessert. Pour Oltee le cop of softened
tapioca a pint of leftover coffee.
Cook until clear and sore, hot with
sugar and cream.
Price- of a
714/41,0;.v
ideal
14U
is :riling. It is spread
over _a_on m be r of
Tay._ _ Long after
use cost is forgot-
ten theater:collec-
tion of quality
rem•ins.
From the
Best stores
E•eryw Imre
"The Pcin That
F.
Waterman C.O.
173 ly'wey,
N. Y.
rveryh)dy Uses"
AN ARTISTIC DEVOTEE.
moderate oven.
•
714‘4.4:__A:4••••14.
•••••
:Without His HOW.
“Axid those long, In see tit'
"'OUT speech-I didn't quite understand
them"
*;Perhaps not. Those were the
points where I had written 'laughter'
and 'applause' into my manuscript.
i mirth, tia-swaa song of eadliftellt
tAughert
Up.
"How could that fellow be indicted -
for inakino .counteofelt Money?.
Aiusg_saiLMOS.4111:1- 4‘1111141$`
The Finisher.
4,mtnsei Ito wit
husband,
wiin.,52-__He•ii a nalah7.1.
conneel -What does he finish`
Witness--Well, he's just finlahltia
his time In Pentonville prison. Lon
don Answers.
int* Bina:" ;
. elee—eee.
•
The Worm Turns.
;•Whare new out your way"'
"Well, the .9.1,!ter,
_trir_hire-ii it hall and gook;jurns
_ reefing an ludience Ot_eatidldataseL_
_-*
Pent.
-Joyce
one."
RHEY KIDNEY Plus
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WHY BE THANKFUL?
Some Things Which Every One
Can Rejoice In.
The person, does net esidt who is
without something to be tbankfol for.
One-who is appreciative In a small
way for the bestowal of favors has, at
leave atiumentation-Arr-lIke ettaasful-
1119k4 in the fact that he Is not un•ler
obligation to return as well as to be
grateful for large ones.
Are you unhappy? lie thankful that
there are plenty to console und More
to advise you 1( gale an-opportunity
Li afforded them.
!live you poor eyesight? Ile thank-
ful that you. are spared seeing Inure
than is good tor you ano that you have
an excellent excuse for failing to per-
form many of the small obligations of
life. \
Are your eyes perfeca--BIL•tbalde
ful that you wind not-contribute to
• the support of oculists and opticians.,
Are yod thin? lie thankful that you
are not as the fat, who (instruct the
door to progress in Many ways and
places.
If you are fat, be thankful. The
stout woman, for example, always
looks comfortable and is usually 'mod
tempered, no matter what her feelings
and disposition may be.
Are you beautiful? Ile thankful
that you are able to fulfill every earth-
ly 'desire with no 1110611 'effort than Is
required to summon a smile of re-
ward-fortbese-who.Seele-So-eoeva-pou.--
beauty?-1M-thankfid
that you are not harassed by the fear
of losing 'you). good leeks until worry
—heir weleten-iteemaiehtly leicaratamme
your face.
If you enjoy the reputation of a wit,
_be thankful; for all persons who have
wits are not .witty, and one who is
Weer lacia c011thithlosslith or admit-
Have you a home? Belia7iSt tat
wherever you go there accompanies
the knowledge that your own door
.• 1 • 
is always open to you, no matter what
. 
the position of other doors may be.
If you are a married woman be
thankful that you need never suffer,
like heroines of romance, from sup'
• - pressed -emotions and overcharged
feelings. You have always at hand
ono upon whom you can vent the One
and to whom you may charge the eth-
--er-Tou are secure le the stronghold_
- -of -
 
Are you a married man? Rejoice
that there lives at least one permit In
the world who secretly believes that
you are now or at least once were a
paragon of perfection.
Do you add "spinster" to your legal_
ii%nature? -Let your soul be filled
*with thankfulness that your es-
pecial domains may be kept tidy and
furbelowed to a degree neither appre-
ciated nor tolerated by the masculine
mind. Remember that a maiden may,
if she likes, try on many engagement
rings and still enjoy the feminine pre-
rogative of failing to keep the con-
tracts these imply.
Are you rich? Be thankful, for your
opportunities to enrich the lives of
others are many and even your en-
emies will kowtow to you.
Are you poor? Rejoice, for those
whose pleasures are few and bought
Oilea of the Air.
The beautiful and athletic Eleanore
Bears, at a luncheon at Sherry's. said
of -aviation: ,
Barbara, and that "I like the biplane well enough, and
they wi•re all to the monoplane I am amply head over
be invited to the heels in love with."
country for Thanksgiving. "I don't To this remark one of Miss Bears'
see how I can get away," Mr. Maddox many unsuccessful suitors answered
•••••••
-
7
- 
M$ivii?,,,rrszemr:
t 
_
• •_
BARBARA'S INVITATION1
REALLY don't see how we
could go out to Aunt liar-
barer for Thankegiving
ditiiii•r this year," Mrs.
-a° lifiehlox geld tboughtfutir
"You are sure she intends
to ask us?" "Yes," Mrs. laiwler re-
turned. "Just as I was leaving town
I met her on , the street. _jibe spoke-
of our being neighbors, •abal then site
told me that ithe.. wee xeleg_
you all out to an old fashioned Thanks-
giving dinner. I wouldn't hello men-
tioned it, but I supposed that you had
your levitation."
"It would be fine to go tliere," Mar-
ion remarked. "Her pumpkin pies
are about three inches deep, and her
turkeys are always cooked to Titian
bruwu and her crinberry sauce is so
delicious-"
The youngest of the Maddox family
was -erconit. by the fervor of this
deem .ption. "Oh, Ik's all go to Aunt
I timbers's for Thanker,' v " he
cried.
"But I had hinted to -Mary Thomas
that we might ask her hoe.e," said his
iiiot her.
"Somebody eine le sure to ask
Mary," declared Marlon.
"We have tickets for the Thanksgie
Ing matinee."
"Take 'emstack."
And per father
and I are -asked 'artraitAre...YetZat
rarart941,7u far°
to a whist party IllglIseeyletrappieg
at tn° Grangers. R-rtrerigifill:,:n51,1 161:71.7
:111ribrit.
In the evening." vio mist your 
furs-sztrull:frOteass-vrirecup.',
 • Uso Funsten Animal Salt
flosrsetred to torrementoreetiedree
"Well, waft and nuIrcoltrk. 01 ;AM Cimenisu made
hear what Your i&r. .4 Pr ..rjerreliArgiris9[4. ii4
father and Jack rsudir, •.,,,„'"rith,11:",1=
say." Mrs. Mad- hied of 
animal. Diehl Sled mated.
dox astir --- • 
...rata=1,:ri-orrreei seeise to trappers.
.  
outzej;i:i.iirpiirg &=.
When Maddox ir,::1 aa"' au° glritaai"Ia
and Jack same keit= in..aci; 4s. imam
1 . 1,-X...,
/
•
Wit:611_.„(l!aldwairell, 203 West fit., Monti-
path, whi4hikOOW In setri;,-,yendoebr
ject lesson in good roads.
7— -Me Mistake.  
After the services were over, one
of the congregation turned to his wife
and 'said:
"On my way to church I picked up
a button and put it in my Chung'-
pocket. where I had a quarter."
"Gracious, my dear!" anticipated
his wife, very much tiorrilli-d.- "Aud
you dropped it into the collection bas-
by mistake"'
"No, confound lei-replied her
barid, "I put In tan quarter. -
Benefit of Others.
Rochester, N. Y.--" I have a
ter 13 years old who has always be
very healthy until recently when she -
Perhaps tbesmallest farms in the
world, each four by eight feet, 
have complained of dizziness and cramps ever"
month, so bad that I would have ink
beep deelsed by____M re. Henry Parsons
for the Internatiottal -Chilerr-e-Ri-lRIVW4se
r freln azneel and-geMehet te
a
. -.J•••
"After giving her only two bottles ci
dia E. Pinkhares Vegetable Cones
nd enjoying the best et
Lb I t  r Compound
rem) highly. I want every good motivate
Ito read what your medicine has done for
my child."Tbire. Ric_manD N. Dilenthig,
311 Exchange Rt., rocliesti•r;
Ohio -"l suffered freak
headaches, backachi-eatatevery
-slat. A' Rind
vised me to tittle
Lydia E. Pinkharn's
Vegetable'Come
oh
pound,
two
t 
and
thett 
beforeewholebottles 
found relief. I am
only sixteen years
old, but I have bet-
ter health than for
two or three years.
I cannot express my
s-rdirilaill 'Lydia E. Pinicluunto-
Vegetable Compound has done for me.
I had taken other medicines but did not
end relief."-Miss Cosi. B. Foseeutat,
a...eet 
ere expressing their gratitude for what
Hundred! of such letters from moth.
No. I.
Manager-Yes, the old -farmer was 
A great majority of summer ills are Lydia 
E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Coins.
due to Malaria in suppressed form. Las- pound has ac
complished for their daughe
r4 man sitnde and 
headaches are hut two ern"- Ur, have been received by the Lyd
ia
torn.. XiDINE eradicates the Malaria PfukharnMedicineCompany,L
frit Man- on did? Ho T.
O011eSt-tookellki. Manager-Why, I told him the wild 
•
home to- dinner -
they were met
With the news
that Mrs. Lawler
had seen Aunt
to get relief.
Farm league, and demonstrated in
New:York. Each child becomes owner.
of his diniiiiitrii--firliT.Are--whtcir
works, grows and harvests seven din . canno prams. you
fluent kinds of vegetables, and these
are borne by him in triumph to his
tamily.thboutfach 
firm is an 13-inch
Explained.
"Why do epitaphs always begin,
--'114sre
"Because the majority of them do.
Hut rE7C-11thd4m-liall--goue Over
enemy, and she proceeded to show planted by machinery!"
how they could all leave the city late
on Wednesday afternoon and return
early on Friday morning, send regrets 
BREAKING OUT WOULD
to the Grangers, return their matinee
tickets and defer Mary Thomas' din-
ITCH AND BURN
_ 
•••
,
•••••••
,
Make ver -
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver is
1
right the stomach and bowels are right.
 CARTER'S LITTLE
UVER PILLS
pel a lazy liver to
CIVIl 
Um your honor," said the visitor, 
this. poultry. tarden andaawn. all sees- 
gently but firmly corn
Iferk judge.
"Just trying to ask bini-a (melee Both -
welded and wrapped for mock.
good heavy* Lig proof 26" fence for 11114c
"nothing more." per rod. 
Send trial order. ROOFING of do its duty,
all kinds. galvanized and painted steel- Cures ape.
"What was that question?" rubber and gravel coated We have a
 iv-Ike-Bost-. good ..robbel reading for  75c square. 
all lidlOo. taloa. la.
Her"dac:e,
as on . om 'rte. Send trial miler.
°facial murder won 
r. 
per.
t.„ Memphis, Tenn, Adv.
Sometimes a burglar leaves little to
be desired.
Irgi" f.17 renewed Iirtrf ev. Sour.. fla DI* t— 
der the same heading?" ,
wer Invftation- until Christmas time, Beliton. Ga.-"Some tinle 
ago rot TeisTouas sawn ammo es.;attista..ea. Adv. -No; they are not on the same foot
"After all, Aunt Barbara Is getting feet and ears were frost bitten, 
which 
. _ _. _.,- ing... .
old and we ought it) make an effort to troubled me very much every 
winter. People will encourage your fads as
go," Maddox said. So all the details Jay  ears would turn red and 
swell,- long as you are willing to squander FAR Samoratm THAN *mime. .
were arranged and the family set- with terrible Itching iiltd-ine-beet 
;- your money on them. - ---=   leaMer:mamm-insinea_anantras weere i 
_mak. more money out et
tled back In a state of expectancy, would crack. I had a severe sca
lp 
quinine fails and it can be taken wi your Raw Ft RS, by ash.
impunity by old and young. I bog full value Yourself,
awaiting the written invitation, trouble and also a breaking out on my
Every day the youngest Maddox met wrists and hands which would itch
the poetman, demanding a letter from and burn until I could not sleep of
his great aunt, but tne days passed, nights. There was an eruption on
and none came. During the last week my scalp with dandruff. I had to keep
before the holiday the Interest of my hair clipped close to keep down
the family became almost feverish, the irritation and itching.- I tried any-
Four days before the feast Mrs. Mad- eral remedies and cream and two
dox spoke of writing a note to Aunt treatments of — remedies which did
Barbara accepting the alleged invite- me no good. Then I used Cuticura
"Ought these two articles to go un-
Extremes. SMALL PILL SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
Genuine must bear Signature
with an effort ate best equipped heart- tion conveyed by Mrs. Lawler. But
tly to enjoy them. Persons Who have the others argued that if Aunt Rar-
 
'Soap and Ointment and I am now
cured of all my troubles." (Signed). 
Mane a boy has acquired some very 
Blunt Manager-It goes broke.
INVESTINO•Foi PROFIT FREE
d habits by not following in the ' Dr. Plena.., Pleasant Pellets first 
put up
• neither money nor possessions are not
harassed by the fear of losing them
nor troubh-d by fluctuations in the
world of finance.
Have you youth? Be grateful for
ible for youth to
attempt, and it is from the exploita-
tions of youth that sages draw their
wisdom.
Finally, if,you are old, be thankful.
Age confers privileges which nothing
else over bestows. It is pleasant to be
able to tell other people how to bring
up their children properly, whether
you ever brought up any yourself or
not, and to-arrogate to yourself, and
sometimes express, all the wisdom
which years are supposed to garner.
•
Patience is •
No Virtue!
Be 11/ijiatieftelltiall 
Illookaseaset
EtNIM Too patleatly
Pear. Tee
• Seel' .__ !Rimy...wome
n en
' dame f baisitac
languor, dissinr,..,
and uriairy ills,
thegilsam_psrt
of !roman's lot
Often it is only
weak kidneys and
Duan's Kidney
would cure
the case._
A NESSANKA CABS.
lire. Nary D. Slitter. tlordots. Nebraska.
lc had sharp. dertheig pains all
thr.iiigh in; body soil when I sat tbiett my
heel es* ao weak I had to grasp aome-
elluitt4 tra I. suit )°7:1' srulti;:d"af Pct.-P
Mums is .enem wee" _ - 
else Rees% at Ayr Ogee Sows. NW ilia
ti—megr 
r ••-
34rine-' _z• -
•
• •
• ,
•
. • •.•., 7••
•
A PENALTY OF AGE
The tendency of fide/awns!' Years to
restrict activity and exercise is rie
aptnsible for the coostIpated condition
of moot elderly people. The wear of
yea?, impairs the action of the bow-
els and the digestive organs are more
sensitive to the demands upon theta
and rebel more quickly. Cathartic*
l and purgatives are violent and dras-
tic In their action and should nut be
'Used to correct coostipation. A mild.
I, yet positively effective remedy, sna
il
one that Is recommended by phi se
clans as well as by thousands who 
I
have used it, is the compound of sine
I pie laxative herbs with pepsin pre-Illalribed by Dr. W. B. Caldwell over
tibiae -years ago_aniLlt(tV_PMIA 
_rot-
gists everywhere under the name o
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Dr.
Caldwell wants everyone troubled with
Constipation to try Flynn) Pepsin and
Will sand a trial bottle, free of charge,
to all who write for It Address Dr.
TDOAN rt. Li
110111TER-MILIFURN illate.114volfesh
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Pays Cash for Furs
Ms Want Toe Na., mate Werth el furs
Yes sat bigger prime, better grading and
mere 'mom by rotors mill elute you ship yogi,
tante Toast. bros. I Co. la 141. Louie h• biases*
Csairll•n.and raeoneen buyers ties
oar arg• lege ardliales. Domeetit.loe
t a Vire Is berm. NO set the biannet true..
toe
o•
wmiavcn wasa•bigambit who once had 16 The Maid-Billy Brown sa▪ ys I have
the prettiest mouth in the world.,
A Tender Point
The Man-Did he? I'd put mine up
"What got you Into trouble 
w1 -against it any day.-Engl
ish Magazine.
this policeman?" demanded the New-
FREI TO OUR swamis.
live readers of,tles paper are offered
11. free sample of an honest cur
e for
Headaches, Biliousness.- Constipatiou , 
MAY AVOID
Malaria and indigestion which gives •
prompt relief, going directly to the
seat Of many ills-the liver. No nau• 
.
follow. It assists the liver to perform PERIODIC PAINSera, So griping and ho constipation
ft. functions loaturalty without any 
'
tear-le-pieces effect& One pill before 
- 
retiring is a dose. You wake up well. The Experience of-WO-Gide °
This remedy sells for ii6 cents at your
druggiars but to provesies value to ' 
Here Related For The
o_ratritAwnwit Alkft t_izif4,...1.__mse compan •
I o an adcb:ess u'pon t -Adv
`
reques •
Farms for Children. "
sc,„,if,..„1.., sanatai..,. /7.,,,,a far an kinds ai veilitirsiovri
nz,•eurffaiermedonftrhoom ghleattlainrgiouneo Fre, •-•
contagious Itch. At Druggists. Adv.
• 
. 1 lief from quinine and being complett:y
broken down in health. .1111alr Salerk'
As a girl grows older she becomes 
wiser and quits wearing so many pins 
eftvend a permanent cure.••-Williaciii
F. SI • rr.
F:11sIr wattek, to cents eal druggists or
In the vicinity of her waist line. isloczy e sli._i e
_. Co. .`iitabinsitvii. D.C. Adv.
WIRE FENCING
lire. WInakio's Soothing Syrup for Children Comprehensiee
,
teethine, softens the gums, reduces Inflainnia-
tIon.aillayspaln.curies wind colic=c a boule.sa. 
Uplift Theorist-How does the pey-
S
Cut out the comanager'
us. We are direct buyers.
bonne humbug and ship he
charge MO commission and
pay the highest marke•
prices at al times one fair, 1onest selections, and
send yeur money the same day your shipment is
received. We pay express. when not exceeding
10 per cent value of shipment Write today-.
write now for our price bat-it's fres Dart.?.
B. Goldsteis & Co., Yazoo City, Sao.
710
HIS THEORY.
Ethel-Why Is the turkey regarded
an especially appropriate for Thanks-
__ grain?
• - Bob-Because any ,eare who can af-
ford to bily-turkires-these-depli-4011--
mina to be thankful.
True Than Atte.
Where true thankfulness is there
can be no selfishness. lan the hon-
estly thankful man must be filled
with a sense of his own unworthiness
to enjoy the good things that ammo to
111WIttliifilify fewer-Matt hernftltude
toward his own blessings. Thwasesse L
,stop Lk to share thorn as tor as this"'
info be done with others less for-
tuna* though quite as worthy as him-
Pelf.
bars had forgottemao send a formal
Invitation, she was not expecting a
formal acceptance. "She takes si-
lence for consent, and she's too bud
making pies to write." Jack said.
The day before Thanksgiving came
aroun Au"'
barn. The family held council at break-
fast. "Of course, she expects us," Mar-
ion observed. "She's abseneminded,
and she probably wrote a letter and
stuck it behind the clock, waiting for
somebody to go to the pose:Mice."
It was agreed that Maddox and
Jack should return early from the of-
fice. dein they would all take an eve-
ning train to the country and drop
tn on their aunt just at bedtime. Mrs.
Maddox told the cook and housemaid
that they could go away Immediately
after leech and not return until Fri-
day.
tramped writing.
"H • w fortunate
that we are all
ready," Mrs Mad-
dox said, as she
tore open the en-
velope. "here Is
o u r levitation
now."
Aunt Barbara
sent greetings to
all and then went
on to sor that she
had lately seen
Mrs. Lawler and
told her that she
was galas to ask
the Maddox fam-
ily oat to the
country Is Christ-
mas Maser. "You
must be sure to
come." she ended.
"That's whet
ask!
long before."
"The youngest Maddox set Up • Med
team Marion called Mrs. Lawler
stupid thing," and the rest looked at
each other with foolish sullies.
This is the reason that on Thanks-
giving day the Maddox . fatally see
down to Meek.- boiled potatoes, and a
sticky
Appropriate ilioultenlre.
Homemade table souvenirs et say
sort are especially itheroPriate tat
Thanksgiving.
J. S. Echols, Mar. 12, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of sack
free, with 31.'-p. Skin Book. Address
post-card "Cuticura, Dept. L. Bastes.*
Adv.
Similarly Minded.
The village tailor enly received ote
casional orders from the vicar for
such articles as hats, collars, or hand-
kerchiefs. "You see," remarked the
vicar one day, having called with his
usual order, "when I want a suit I go
to London. They make them there.'
Calling aglina few days later, the
vicar remarked that * had not seen-
the tailor at church lately.
"No," replied the tailor; "when I
w,ant to hear • good sermon I go to
London; they Preach them there."
The Maddox family were almost . Counsel of Despair. _
ready for the train when the postman • "I want a piece of meat without any
left a letter la I bone, fat or gristle." said the bride.
A us t Barbara's . on, her first trip to market.:., "Yes,
..ma'ain,7 replied the butcheir. "I
would suggest that yenta-W-1n- -eta"-
-Youth's Companion.
As a summer tonic there is no Medicine
that quite comperes with Off WINE. it not
only build. up the system. hut taken reg.
Warty, preventsMalaria Regulator Taste-
lees formula at Druggist*. Adv.
Equivocal.
"Thrifty habits are Myer friends"
"Yea. I suppose a wag noaadays is
known by the bank accounts he
-keeps."
Important We **Mere •
carefully every bottle d
CASTORIA. a safe aad sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
fligsature of
la rise Per Over SO Your,.
Children Cry for Fletcher% Castorth
chetimical drama go In this town? _
foosteps of his father. - 40
 years ago. . They regulate and invigorate
ttomaeh, 'liver and bowels. Sugar-coated
tiny granules. Adv.
Sympathetic Affliction.
"Don't you think Jade ought to teed 
Reverse Proceeding.
that cold? He is a little hoarse." • "
Did you find Mabel in. after all.
"He is-with hay fever."
As a summer trinie there is no medicine
that cm. compares with OXIDINE. It not
ear Wilda up theemstetp. hut taken rem
Wady, prevents Malaria. Regular or Mere-
lees formula at Dniasists. Adv. •
His Authority.
"I thought you told , me that man
was a golden-mouthed speaker."
W GIRLS 
and Distress After Eating.
Fen wit. Wasiks. It in gm* envy to
treending Pat SIM 1.•• •••••• •••••veer •11 •i f has
n. waledo prumney unnbta,‘ ..r to ran •••ells or re
perin•mtli. hut eh . ham/ learned tt.e art of Invest
for ppm', It • It elen•oreetrstee the real ,.'el pre.?
th•kno.1.1.re • onnelere ant theSe,, aide I
them... It r•••••alw the room  pronto t•rivr.O0
vnulteand enmesh., to make th.Mitere profits It e20.10.a... ••,ipentims. fortune.. are norie end ss 1i-waft hoU
?"when you called i seise.. send It es 
absolutely Eliaa
ro re• My TIMMS 11•
• •Or
"Yes; that's how I found her out. 
I ILLIMIREIRMI.I.410.2411./eMsesmaLcidonom
,
4
war WIT FOR ;Antes
rebut *boa lit be against It. and we M-
lles, it Is. tams can be se. reason ••• by ladies slain -.1
grit,. to antler tilt I headacbes and ne
uralgia. e•
ally when Hoses Llaktrilait Olt 0.0  swim
gnome relief. Ill. sow? • ourstioa OT
limiest° tt? It, LII deneants sell Santa LISTItalaff
MI Ili Sr sad MeSri, les. Ade.
Any candidate can get the woman
vote ter running on a platform de-
"Well, I had it from his dentist."
• Mixed Up Terms.
"Are you going to show him up?"
"I will, if It comes to a showdown,"
A listener may hear good of him-,
self-after talking into a phonograph.
TO DIALIVEA:75M,Ifyhtint lit tallowr,,,,e.,,i,„,,,,..„,,e,,.....,„„,,, you ,..re talL,1111
Mos It is simple VnIse and Ina In • tasteless •
OS es y h..t .e
na. and the moat parental form. Mir grows
elleresle anti children. IS cents. Adv.
Oran Pa. '• 
_Dickey hall nerIallibtoutrik_.
tion.°
"What caused it?"
"lie designed all the mese ISMS
for his cousin's pink tea.' 
•
And a tricky man, like a worn-out
deck of cards, is hard to deal with
mending less courting and more mar-
rying
Truth is stranger than fictien and
equally dangerous
_
•
/NIATROMPSON1...r=r••fue,
"%:EYE WATT; 7.41^ri7Z,"'2.▪ Y11031II•miSi SION. Cti.. Croy, N. W.
fl 
DROpeg TREATI111. give coddt set
•• • het usually remove Iron&
'of and short breath In a fee days sall
er-re relief 10 IS-44days. trial treatmeall
FREE, Da. aasaasassa, e.. s.aseer.ei.
DEFIANCE Cud VisterStardi
makes Motto work • pleasure. 16 oz. pkg.
W'. N. U.', MEMPHIS, NO. 47-1912
Shipping Fever
Influenza, pink eye, eptrovti.% disteniier and all nom arid throw. -
d emi*. cured, and all others, DO mattee_eow "exposed," kaP•
from having any of these doesses With SPIDUIVS ILIQL111 DIS•
"SIM= etas. Three tests diets kitten cure a case. (inc ba-
sest bottle maaranmeria--do - nest thing-for brood mires.
Acts on the blood. .10e• and $I a bottle. es sod Sll a doses
Witt tLF..e ALE
boniest. Denetistzteltraess shops. Distrileitors - ALL
SWORN annoto#4, co- commute nee Seeteevesseine. Elesoves. IRA. t.
 S. A.
yoiruimi.good,bri tut. aneteetar colfty t member the. One ter wacky' %acts alblandilberem.mTlafte in cold water better than anverblIrdYer You cm -
Sr. any garment noting mart. wnm for free h
ookkri-H,.. to . eiortelot DRUG COMPAbia. gekirtY.
More Exact..
"I'm afraid  Jukes is • regular
Mader."
."Oh. so  Jukes Mit very Irregular
rounder."
rx,your appetite is net what it shoule beape Malaria is deer-Mt:deg. It erects
he whole system. OXIT)INE will clear
swim the terms, tel you of Malaria and
generally improve your condition. Adv.
You can always -get-a lot for your
money it you palmetto-a realthstate
dealer.
The more the trusts west the less
the cOrnr000 woo get.
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Have you a (Heed addicted to teem or
Weer? ' Use address me at once, C. I. P.,St., Greed Rapids. *digs%
and learn something to your advantage.
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fickodh_lif.7-. Nov. 19. -The
$26.000 amp cult 01-H. M.
Oliver against Dr. D." A. Ames
and other alleged night riders
• for assaulting and driNing him
!rem the State, was dismissed
 without prejudice by the .
tiff. The case-Fad-been fm the 
docket about three years. • Tbe
defoadants compromised for
about $1.500.
IS your husband cross? An
irritable, fault finding disposition
la oZtan due to a disordered stom-
ach. A 'Lan with wood digestion
Is nearly always good natured.
A grist misty have been per-
manently curl (Tf at
- trouble by tarkilvi Chamberlain's
-IOW& --flar- sole -by Dale &
Pik Notice.
Stubblefield.
•••••-•••••
We the undersigned, this day.
Nov. 20. We have not LAU any
disgraceful tales on the 'widow,
Mrs. Bettie Wilson. to mg. per-
son or persons or knowAything
to tell. We supposi,e1hat the
plain, tales have been stated from us,
but we have 5..oti the partie
and they say we have not told
It. and anyone' saying that. we
did tell it tells postively a false-
hood. 4i far as We know she
has been in high standing.
G. E. McGee.
Willie McGee.
Homer MeGee.
• The Demons of the Swamp
are mosquitos. As they sting
'they they put deadly malaria
germs in the blood. Then follow
the icy chills and the fires of fe-
vie. The appetite flies and the
  atrengdVaihr: else  malaria often
pans the way for deadly typhoid.
Bet Electric Bitters kill and cast
o  pt the'malaria germs from the
blood; Wiyou ilkie appetite
and room your strength. "Af-
ter long suffering," wrote Wm.
Pretwell, of Lucerne, N. C.,
1-"dularbottles-drove-all -the- me-
!Asia from my system, and I've
Ind fuel lull) tie,
BM for all seomach, liver and
kidney ills. Wets at Dale &
Stubblefield.
Want
Long Hair?
And you would like long
hair? Rich, heavy hair?
Beautiful, luxuriant hair?
That is pçdectlyàatural, and hint
we are re fo-IMIV you. buil-iteels trim
Ayers Bah' Vigor is a great ly able to carr
aid to na)ti-re in produdeg
justibijdnd (glair you de-
sire. Do not be afraid to
use it. No danger of its col-
oring your hair. The ingre-
sliPm‘5,1. 211 ihteann_rAcb
label, thus enabling your
doctor to wisely advise you
made by hi.
N_AirtowALL ME Or Co
-1 % o, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, acting directly 'upon the
blood and mucous .surfaces of the
system. 
Send Tor:testrffonTats
Sold..by all drufra s
Take Hall's. Family fort con-
concerning its use. Consult etipation.
him freely. He knows.
,Belps a Judge In Bad Ph.
Justice Eli Cherry. of Gillis
Mills. Tenn.4 was plainly worried
A bad sore on his kg had ,bsttied
several doctors and. loovesist all
remedies. "I thought it was- •
cancer:" he wrote. "At last I
used Luck lilt's Amick Salve, and
was completely cured." Cures
burns, boils, ulcers, cuts, bruises
and piles. 25 opts at -Dale &
Stubblefield.
- - .• • •••
Special Sale.
-In-order- to -more- thoroughly
Introduce ;our splendid toilet
preparation, Meloiflne, we are
going to reduce tlfe price from
25c to 10e or twJ days only, on
Friday and ,,121.rs  29th
  and 30th. ,T.11 size of the., bot-
  tle is fifty percent larger -than
it has formeely been. Try it.
Wear. 2t"
How's This.
WI. niter One Hundred Dollani Rs.
ward for any.case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
re.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
the'undersJgnsd, hays known
F. J. Choy for/15 years, and be.
honorable i* all
-n ratut--ansinetat.
'Obligations
MAY by lb. J. C. ATTE' CO L••••11.
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We Want You to See the
Best Range Made, in Opt ration
You will know how much 411-
ways means when you see the
Range:
In All-ways the Best Looking
In All-ways made of the Best
Material
In All-ways the Best Baker
In All-ways the most 'econom-
ical in the use of
fuel
In All-ways the most desirable
An expert demonstrator will
prove all the above to- your
entire fatisfaction.
11160ZIMP,e
All - eft•rublc
We Will also Show you how to cook in Paper
Bags. This will be a new and n.' night to -
many. '
week -d-our-- exibit will- - ; a-handsome-1 
If you buy a South nd Malle• • e Range during the
set 0T-coo-king ware, in d g 
-free -
large pieces of 11
Aluminum. Also a pack of Paper Bags.
Everyone will rece;si for bedge.r- a 1;imbergm.. .
NEW FEATURE
Extra Special Bargain Department on Up- 4-
per Floor--no room for it Down Stairs-"too
much of it." EXTRA SPECIAL is strictly
what we mean. Read the prices and see
what you think of it. Dont Miss this Sale.
25c Window Shades, new goods. a
17c.
$3.25 large 10-4 woolen best] blankets
new goods,- at $2.65. .
Good calico. 4c.- limit 15 yards.
Extra heavy tinbleac!-ed canton
net, heaVy knap, l\
new goods. at 9e. -
i 50c woelen dress goods. assorted
.7-terns yin d wide. carried goods.
-$-.1 at- st-0tfartietine shoes in patentlea-
ther and vici kid. -sir:-2 to 3,
-carried-stock, -at
$1.50 ladies' kid shoes, size 2i to 3i., r•
carried stock, at 89e.
.$2.00 misses' fine custom made pat-
ent -leather and kid shoes'. size.
12 to 2, carried et9ck, at $1.25.
Boy's all solid leather heavy vici kid
ehoes.--nice,
real value $2.110.
" ;14
Children's $1.35 and .$1.7,0 fine shoes,
:11, 6 6?.. 7 71 and 8 at $1.
1:81isse,sgi x calf sh6e:.7-  _!the:
12 to 2, new stock. yalae to
g
lee new style girghain
Men's heavy fleeced uncle/ shirts ami
drawers, bran new stuff, at- 35e.
-Men's heavy mixed cotton sex-Sc.
Men's bran new 'Mayfield pants
$1.50.- *
Men's vests 10 find 75e kind, at 25e- -  y
all small sizes. ,
.Men7s_.S1 to.131.30 °di vests_nt.
all small sizes.
General assortment of 25z. poplin and
other cotton dress at 12i.c.
.75c and $1 corset:, all carried stock!,
at 35c. •
40c value in ladies' heavy Winter
vents at 25c
:"• (.1,-7. good pearl buttons for 5c.
Cash in Hand or Produce
General lot of Remnants, Shor't Ends, and ,Odd
Lots to close at most any old price. By al
means investigate this proposition. We
many .other good things not m en•
•••••••••••• •M••••••••••••••1
have
tióned.
ji *ill all he reidy - 'Friday orii ng, Nevember 8
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•IF JUNE FOR YOURSELF litiettikt:McELRATH
Which is Better---Try an Exper-
• iment or Profit by a Murray Merchdnts Bank.
Citizen's Experience.
Something new is an experi-
ment.
Must be proved to Ile as rep- J • I'
I
resented. --•,
The statement of a manufac- ' A TTOR
turer is not convincing proof of
Office Upstairs Farmers &
.Cumb 126
PHONES
But. the endorsement of will p
-friends • • 
Now supposing you had a_bad 
eral Comtts
back. ), • . • Tennessee.
A Wife. weakl cling--one; -
Would you e lament on it?
Ind. 117
101LT
1-AT-LAW
Ky,.
-A- :Testes- %WE-slider. -
••
' The Texas Wonder cures kid- ve.
' ncy and bladder troubles, remov •
ing gravel, cures diabe , 'weak
and lame backs, r matism,
and all irregularitie of the kid-
neys and bladder, n both men
ane women. • e lates bladder
troubles in chil n. If not sold
by your druggitt, be sent
by mail on recipt of $1.00. One
small bottle is two month's treat-
ment, and seldom fails to per-
fect a core. Send for testimon-
ials from Kentucky and other
states. Dr.- E. W. Hall, 429
Olive street. St. Louis. Mo.
Sold by druggists.
ctice in the Fed-I
in ntuchy anti
-
Flower P
A big_
Flower Pots.
Get the.Ledger-I tier*Year.- have seer,
You rt many so-call -
VIM'S. ,.. .
' •EndorsA. Is 'strangers from
far, away ,aces. •
Its different when •the en-
dorsement comes from home.
1- • Easy 'to prove local testimony. i
Read this ease:
H. R. Miller. 'llarray. Ky., .
says: "We still use 'Doan's
,Kidney_Pills. in .our _family and
find that they do a World of good.
You are .at liberty to use my .
former statement." • I
Mr. Miller is only one of many
Murray people who have gate.
fully . endorsed Doan's Kidney i
Pills. ' If your, back aches-if
r kidneys bother ou. don't,
v as
dy- ask distinctly for Doan's'
Kidney Pills, the same that Mr. !
Miller had -- the remedy 
i 
backed.. 
by home testimony, 50c . all
.
'
stores. -Foster-Milburn Co„
A Props., Buffalo, N. Y. "When
4), Yk.ur Back is Lame -Remember
tt,-- the tfainz-.-'s .. .t1/4 .... _--:-
.1'..:- a A4:.0.1. n filhz,r.. Mr.-
l t, !' ho.s .. t tire .fa..-ese . th-'!l
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Of Quality Groceries
We Are
Insistently Insistent,
on The Quality of the
• Goods We Purchase I
And Particitiady, Particular
- In OurDealings W'
00` Patro
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